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The Secret of the “Mysteries”
« on: August 09, 2010, 01:57:21 AM tz- Reply Modify message Remove message
Split Topic
US/NY »
The Secret of the “Mysteries”
(updated Sept 10, 2010)
The have been so many variations on “mystery schools”. Today as in the past,
countless seekers have pursued the “great mysteries’. What are these mysteries
that are so closely and cleverly guarded? There are mysteries and there are
mysteries. Some are really minor mysteries. At one point revealing the existence
of a dodecahedral system of geometrical structure was considered an important
element to a great mystery. Some mysteries were created to hide such falsehoods
as the content of the various major religions. People would pursue "mysteries"
about things that were really nothing more than fruitless distractions along a
maze of blind alleys. Some mysteries were designed to conceal the protocols to
various spiritual-energetic initiations. And on and on it went. So what really
were/are the big secrets?
1. The biggest is the knowledge of the existence of “The All of Creation” that is
outside of the zone of dark control (“fallen realm”). This is the biggest of all to
those trying to understand the cosmos and existence itself. In order to maintain a
fraudulent claim of “the creator”, the dark had to conceal this in every way
possible, including setting up mirror-like regions that would appear to be levels
of heaven, hell, etc. and promoting various lesser gods to pose as either “good
cop” or “bad cop”.
2. The mystery of the nature of the origins of the dark and evil. Many methods
were used to conceal this, the most common was to simply promote variations on
the theme that conflict and suffering and polarity was the “natural order” of
existence as created by “god”. In various articles over the past three years we have
considered two incompatible paradigms of cosmic reality: One paradigm is that
Creator of All deliberately created the dark forces and explicitly or implicitly
allowed all that has come of that to occur. The other paradigm is that the Dark
developed out of an error at the highest levels of creation process and that this
dark error came to set itself up as a rival supreme creator.
There is also the distinction that the Creator of All creates the spark of creation
and imbues souls with it, while the Dark only consumes and seeks to control this
spark of creation and the beings that carry it.
(Once you understand the general origin of the dark or evil you gain a “pattern
filter” that helps you to see its imprint as you examine this existence more closely
as you may need to do from time to time. This in turn facilitates a large frame of
reference through which to understand the above and below grand deceptions as
you may need to do from time to time. As part of this, there comes an
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understanding that there are no human-origin solutions to the problems of
humanity and there are no “positive” solutions to the larger problems of this
dark-controlled zone that could possibly have their origins from within its sphere
of influence. The solutions to the larger problems situation can only come from
outside this system. …And they are. )
3. The origin of humans as an artificial assemblage of extra-terrestrial genetics
based upon various early earth-based species, including primitive human types.
4. The true nature and intention of the human template as imaged from the nonfallen realms to serve as a vehicle for the development of new creator beings.
Next level down of these “mysteries” concerns the deceptions within deceptions
to ensnare those who would otherwise be exiting the control system.
The term “dark forces” is a term that embraces a wide range of expression within
the larger “error” of creation. There are many levels within this range of
expression and there are factions within. Ancient records are full of accounts of
beings that had a physical presence on Earth and interacted with humans. Not all
were “bad guys” with malevolent intentions, but most all were not operating in
concert with the greater “oneness” that permeates the vastness of the non-fallen
portion of creation. Hence for the most part, their influences, activities, and
legacies were a shambles –or worse.
All the other “mysteries’ are secondary, subordinate, or mis-direction.
So there it is.
-ASK
PS: “All this for $9.99 in 12 monthly payments with a free mystery t-shirt. Call
now. Operators are now standing by!”
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Re: The Secret of the “Mysteries” - A
Fifth One
« Reply #7 on: January 15, 2011, 01:55:46
AM tz-US/NY »

Reply Modify message Remove
message Split Topic

PS - A Fifth Mystery/Secret
As I am preparing some notes concerning the alien question, I would need add a
fifth "mystery" to the list at the start of this topic:
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php?topic=1127.msg4760#msg4760
5. Most of what humans presume to be the purpose and antecedents to existence
and reality are based upon implanted false memories.
This goes directly to the center of the ET-Alien question, the persistent interest in
the human-earth domain by the dark forces and those entities that serve their
agenda. It goes directly to the center of the nature and potential of the human
self.
-ASK
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A Flaw and Instability in 3-d?
« on: December 29, 2010, 02:44:36 AM tz-US/NY »
A Flaw and Instability in 3-d?
Dec. 28, 2010
In earlier future-looking articles, major changes were discussed including those
related to space energies that affect our subtle bodies and consciousness. I
anticipated that scientists would find unusual energies that would appear to
coincide with these transformational changes. But what might this be about?
I really cannot say anything with certainty, but it is an intriguing coincidence that
earlier in 2010 scientists discovered that the decay rate of some well known
elements’ isotopes was becoming unstable. Formerly these rates of decay from
one isotope to another were so steady that they were used as true random
number generators. It was noticed the instability to these decay rates was related
to a large solar storm and certain unusual particles emitted by the storms. Very
interesting to say the least. Until now, mostly what we knew were the effects of
solar energies on mood, nervous system, etc. but that there was nothing that
indicated definitive catalyst for spiritual transformation change.
Exactly what this new science-based indicator means, I really do not know with
enough certainty. But it seems important enough to at least bring it up for
consideration here.
A few months ago I became aware of problems in the stability of 3-d matter,
something about the bonds that maintain stability of 3-d physicality. Usually
such things float into my ordinary awareness due to its importance and timing.
This flaw in the 3-d matter vibratory state seems to me to be directly related to
the basic flaw in the process of creation that gave rise to the dark force. Until
recently this vibratory “hiccup” was not very important, until recently. It is also
my sense that the “correction energies” have played a role in accentuating this
problem.
Initially the “correction energies” had to work their way through innumerable
obstacles and interferences as they moved from higher levels down into density.
At some point, it seems to me that the sun itself is playing a role by emitting
certain types of “subtle energies” that are more present in density and time and
thus having a nearly constant effect on the state of 3-d reality in many ways, not
only at the sub-atomic levels. These “subtle energies” may have a close
correspondence with these particles that are altering formerly stable conditions
of matter. It would not be the first time. Human subtle energy fields have been
detected by sensitive instruments, categorized by general frequency
characteristics and roughly correlated with proven clairvoyant energy healers.
This change at the level of matter has begun to separate out the dark light from
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those of true light, even if only by a small margin. These have been so closely
entangled as dark forces have sought to parasitize and dominate the light in this
realm.
This change makes it easier to call to ones awakening human self and changing
higher soul self those “particles” or impulses that are of the true light. In so doing,
the request should also be made that the correction energies filter out any dark
distortions or dark origins.
The “correction energies” are also accessible at the sub-atomic level. This is the
basis for the simple exercise of connecting to these energies at the space between
your atoms. This was to augment any connection or perceived lack thereof to
higher self.
It is also interesting that around this same time when the physics articles were
appearing concerning the disturbances to formerly stable phenomena, two
different readers wrote me concerning probability and quantum theory. One email raised questions about our comments concerning the collapse of multiple
timelines, what this could mean to the concept of “probability”, and whether
reality as presented regarded by quantum theory would return to “normal”.
Carbon isotope dating methods are suspected to be influence by changes in the
earth’s magnetic field and meteoric bombardment in ancient times.
The implications of these new findings raise major questions about the accuracy
of geological and short-period radiometric dating as well as questions about the
stability of matter itself.
I do not follow the latest in quantum theory but to my perspectives, “probability”
originates from the human mind-control matrix constructs. As someone who
used to deal with statistical probabilities, these things always seemed so absurd
to me, even then. They are rooted in land of duality and distortion and the need
to form virtual models presuming a so-called “outside observer”. It seems insane
to me. Spiritual beings that are in connection to the energies of true creation
create and change things. New connections and structures are formed with
others, etc. This is about creating and discovery of what “is” and what is “in
process”. That at some state of awareness there may be a singular state, rather
than multiple states makes sense to me, but then again it does not. Once one is
interacting with “substance of creation” then one needs to know the nature and
innate impulses of the forms one is interacting with. At that point, one could say
that all becomes unified and the notion of outside observer and statistical
probabilities is moot.
The concept of “outside observer” is a distorted version in the “as below” realms
of what occurs at higher level spiritual perspectives that offer larger and more
complete understandings of entire and sub-systems of creation. Ideally at the 3-d
level, an awake and aware “observer/participant” would have the benefit of high
level unifying perspectives as well as the unique benefits of being able to
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observe/participate at a 3-d level at the same time. This is one of the facets of
living in larger oneness simultaneously with individuation into discrete
vibrational levels. There is no “outside observer” or probabilistic realities. This is
not to say that various levels of creation processes do not create endless
“surprises of diversity”, that is only natural.
-ASK
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Soul Story - Human Story
« on: October 15, 2010, 07:36:47 PM tz-US/NY »
Soul Story - Human Story
Once Upon A Time, There was 3-d...
From Alex
While much can be derived from what is expressed through human agencies,
there is no substitute for direct inquiry at the soul or other higher levels.
Imagine an enormous assemblage, like a vast conference theater. Nearly everyone
is present, newcomers, old timers, outside observers, the whole lot.
Once the situation briefings have been made, it suddenly seems as though
everyone has an opinion, although based on little to no experience at times.
Confusion reigns.
Many of the newcomers are here because they ‘heard’ that something most
extraordinary was in the making or because they had heard that it would be their
best opportunity for a ‘seminar intensive’ in 3-d existence and give ‘extra credit’
toward their evolution.
After some days of presentations, discussions, many committee deliberations, the
time has come for placing the main options in front of everyone. Unfortunately
too many are still offering opinions and it is not clear to the gathering who is
speaking from a solid understanding and who might be ‘winging it’ just to keep a
seat at the table. So a ‘role’ call is taken. Newcomers are asked to remove
themselves to the observation gallery, unless they have special status. Then a
show of hands is called for those who have been through the experience of
correcting and altering a fallen 3-d world. Then a show of hands is asked for all
those who have been through the Earth-human experience over time. Then, how
many have both experiences?
It also arises that there are those who have been present with the Earth-human
realm before and who feel some responsibility for this situation. And so there is
another show of hands. These beings are then also invited to a special session on
“high absolution” to help them through their processing this.
Now there is a more orderly and focused subset from the larger gathering ready
to examine the most pressing priorities and agendas that have been deeply
considered by various councils.
Additional security is enforced the following day to exclude all overt and covert
dark force agents or representatives, including those who may be unwittingly
serving as symbiotic hosts to them.
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Upon reconvening, there are two major impediments that are articulated: One
concerns the seemingly broad brush and unfocused approach to the ‘correction
energies’ from ‘creation central’. This ‘complaint’ is addressed by making it clear
that it is a comprehensive, wide-spectrum approach and that the main problem is
from those who are trying to manage the details without sufficient understanding
of the ‘big picture’. They are being asked to suspend their activities for the time
being as it is causing unnecessary distractions. Another impediment concerns the
question of how to accommodate the vast numbers of human selves on this
planet who have barely formed distinct consciousness. Part of this concern is that
certain changes under consideration may inadvertently annihilate these nascent
consciousnesses.
This is partly addressed by considering that in many ways it is good they are at a
simple level of development and not ossified into a paradigm of separation and
self-centeredness. Thus the real question becomes how best to help the nascent
consciousness maintain some sense of self through the soul being they are
associated with. The human NDE model is reviewed again for its proven ability to
effect rapid evolutionary shifts in consciousness and energy states with few, if
any, negative side-effects.
It is further made very clear that the main avenue for shifting the human states of
consciousness rest with the associated soul beings, especially given their direct
interface. A greater responsibility is placed upon all the soul beings to take a
more active and direct interest in their respective human partners/hosts and to
directly aid them in ‘waking up’ to an ascended state of awareness. As always, the
human self is encouraged to continue its own spiritual development and to help
keep the higher soul self ‘on track’.
Meanwhile, we now have other considerations coming into view that represent a
more complete solution to the whole situation.
More later
…to be continued here at NES Forums.
-ASK
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Completions and Ascension
Preparation
« Reply #1 on: December 14, 2010,
09:47:34 PM tz-US/NY »

Reply Modify message Remove
message Split Topic

Completions and Ascension Preparation
(notes from Nov 28)
"Completion", or being complete, is essential no matter what.
While so many of us are holding the space for the new energies and engaged with
our higher elements of our being, we also need to attend to our evolutionary
process of bringing our human selves to a state of relative completion and
preparation for ascension.
In recent Updates and NES postings , I wrote of “three big questions” to consider
concerning your personal and collective human existence and to be very clear
about any “unfinished business” you may have. It is this latter point that goes
directly to the concept of “completion”.
What will it take to be “complete” in your present human existence?
Do you (the personal you) have a personal wish list? Do you have “unfinished
business” with others? Regrets? What of this “wish list” or “unfinished business”
that truly requires action? Which of these concerns can simply be dispensed with
by contemplating them and applying your consciousness to their resolution?
Which are illusions or delusions or otherwise implanted such as
“karmic”obligations?
What are your primary attractors? The majority of humans spend their lives
avoiding or rejecting what they perceive or believe they do not want or like. What
most people are attracted to is usually programmed through diverse social
controls. Most human responses are conditioned/implanted.
Once you get through the wish-list of lower level attractors, what remains is to
identify your highest level attractors. Once that is established, there is the
question of pushing beyond that to the greatest extent possible. A practice is
suggested in a special December Update.
More soon to come...
-ASK
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Connecting with the "Correction Energies" and Higher Light - An
Experiment?
« on: November 19, 2010, 02:46:14 AM tz-US/NY »
Connecting with the "Correction Energies" and Higher Light - An
Experiment?
I invite everyone here to explore the spaces in between and around their "cellular
atoms" (I think just made that term up) of their human physicality to connect in
to the light of Creator of All that exists in this space “in-between” the atoms of
their cells.
This is a space or zone of no-substance, only the higher light. This is what
humans have that connects with their initial origin with the Creator of All. It is
what will resonate with the cosmic correction energies. Because it is so nonspecific, the human “monkey mind” can do very little to interfere or distort this.
Just be with it.
There is something important to this and it can become tangible/palpable fairly
quickly. As to where or what it may lead to, I cannot say right now.
My suggestion is to simply intend for this to happen, nothing complicated to
visualize, just intend it and let your energy or attention go there. There is no
technique to intention, only simpleminded clarity and no attachment to specific
outcomes. There are no structures to focus on, no mumbo jumbo, no mantras,
etc.
I also suggest you to connect calm and gentle breathing to it as well as your
attention. It is as if you are breathing through this “space”. For some it is helpful
to have simple distractions such as gardening, walking, or doing small activities,
during which it can be accessed more fluidly, so one does not have to be an
experienced “meditator”. For those who are very well developed in their inner
seeing abilities, then this should be very interesting.
This is “you” that you are exploring, it is not the same as risky exploring “out
there”. It is your energy and your connection to true Creator.
Please feel free to write of your experiences with this under this topic thread.
I will also share selected feedback anonymously among those who are reporting
in on this.
-Alex
PS:
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E-mail received today from someone in this network:
"Yes, to the connecting to our true Creator of All/God-Source of All etc....
exploring, dancing with *my* Higher God-Source energy and its connection to
true Creator of All that is. This is indeed what I'm experiencing ...
...the perfect words to something that is so beyond words.
Thank you ~ "
///END
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Spiritual Implications of this Transition
« on: November 07, 2010, 01:43:12 AM tz-US/NY »
Spiritual Implications of this Transition
Preface: For those who may not be familiar with some of the material published
under Global Awakening News (www.pfcn.net) I wish to make clear that from
my perspectives, “Creator of All” did not deliberately create this twisted reality
and is not an insane creator. It is rather that a severe “cosmic error” led to the
multi-leveled dark forces and that led to what has occurred within those levels
of creation that were taken into its domain. -ASK
Many spiritual teachers have tried to convey to their students that the humanearth experience is illusion, a miasm, maya, etc., and taught them to disregard
the human dramas. While it is true that this existence from the perspective of
higher consciousness is illusory in some respects, to a developing human
personal awareness the “illusion” is anything but illusory.
Overall, these teachers failed to address the deeper questions as to why spiritual
seekers continued to find themselves in a humanly embodied experience with
material consequences to their embodied selves and human consciousness.
Some of these spiritual teachers incorrectly taught this was due to some sort of
“karma law”. They also failed to disclose that they were operating within a
bubble that was under the control and influence of insane dark force creators that
had carved out a domain for themselves within the larger original creation.
For the rare few who got to the point of genuine transcendence or partially
ascended consciousness, there remained the problem of human 3-d existence and
what was to be learned from its totality –as well as the problem of all those beings
seemingly trapped in human 3d. Furthermore, there was the undisclosed
question as to whether these transcendent states of consciousness were
connected to the true creation or to the false creation of the dark.
As well, there was the ever-present human experience to reconcile for these
students while they remained embodied. Thus there was always a mysterious
problem as to what their existence was truly all about, especially lacking a larger
understanding of creation levels.
What was the point? Was “true Creator” “insane” by deliberately fostering a
twisted paradigm of existence, one that resulted in effect of aspects of creation
stuck in a loop, endlessly torturing itself? The implications of this, if true, would
be terribly profound. Or was this distorted localized creation zone the by-product
of an immense “cosmic error”, one that required eons to wind down and correct?
If the latter, then it would behoove the human spiritual seeker to understand
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this, otherwise all they would be seeking would be to escape from one prison only
to enter another, albeit more spaciously decorated! If the former, then the
question of the pointlessness of existence would either drive them into the
waiting arms of the dark forces or into re-merging into a higher soul level or
perhaps into the greater vastness of the Creator of All –but having learned very
little about the realms of increased density.
This entire situation as just described, resulted very little being learned about 3-d
or about the problems posed by the dynamics of the dark forces. This of course
provided greater impetus for soul beings to tread very cautiously with regard to
how much of themselves they would allow to enter this realm. This further
reinforced a state of ignorance and lack of completion in terms of the lower levels
of creation and accordingly, of their own being as well. This situation does not
lend itself to spiritual evolution at any level.
Now, we find many more humans and higher level beings are now understanding
the nature of and extent of the problems in 3d, especially as the problems have
proven to be so extraordinarily severe.
At the human level of awareness, humans are learning more about a twisted and
convoluted genetic history that is far more ancient than any ancient records
might suggest. Also more soul beings are learning this as well. The human being
itself has much potential to grow and learn, but the question many will find
themselves dealing with is whether it is necessary to continue with this version of
human existence in order to grow and evolve as spiritual beings. Thus the deeper
questions we have posed concerns what has been learned about the dark as well
as about the problems of working with increased levels of density.
Now that the problems of 3d density are better understood, as are the problems
here under the dark control, the question becomes one of the extent to which
humans may stay on for a while longer to grow and potentially develop into a new
type of spiritual being, or to move on to new levels of being while retaining much
of their individuation.
Delving into the exact details of all the different non-human/ET races that are
meddling here or in the past is of not of any consequence. Likewise, it would be
prudent to heed the advice of a parent to their child not to accept candy from
strangers and not to get in a stranger’s vehicle.
The “big” spiritual questions as I see today involve finding a balance between:
* Helping newly evolving human selves to develop and maintain themselves
through this interim period – some may be a nucleus within a soul being, some
may become a nucleus for a new type of human being.
* Facilitating the evolutionary development of the larger soul beings –what
have they really learned from all this.
* And minimizing the suffering of humans during this period.
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A major question for all spiritual beings, human or otherwise, is to develop a
clear and conscious sense of why one exists. For all (human and otherwise) there
is the question of their primary attractor as an individuation of Creator. This is
like the “big” version of “what do you want to be when you grow up?”.
To be continued…
-ASK
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The Embarkation Lounge
« on: October 25, 2010, 12:38:28 AM tz-US/NY »
Notes from the Embarkation Lounge Area
An email this evening prompted me to come up with this notion for a waiting
room/lounge area for embarkation from this reality zone. The old structures need
to be cleared and remade and it is usually difficult to hang out in the middle of
major deconstruction/ construction activities.
Also imagine that a new embarkation terminal is not quite finished and behind
schedule, and many are already showing up with their boarding passes.
Sometimes the period we are now in feels very much like the atmosphere created
in an episode from the SG-1 television series that was titled “Unending” (2007).
The lead characters are aboard an advanced spacecraft trapped in a time bubble
that was intended to give them some time in which to solve their dilemma of
destruction from agents of the cosmic dark forces. This emergency stop-gap
‘solution’ set-up another problem and for them in their microcosm bubble of
reality, decades passed. They found they had nearly all the time in the world
while they continued to work out an nearly impossible problem and grow old
together, one learned to master the cello, another study ancient knowledge, etc.
In so many ways this suggestive on the situation here today. Attempts have been
made to place this realm in a microcosm of time to give those inside the bubble
and outside rescue forces more “time” to work out a nearly impossible problem.
Part of the solution became one in which “you cannot have it all ways” and
requires those who are most aware of the situation to let go of certain ideas and
energetics that may even have formed part of their own familiar reality, albeit a
distorted one. This is like knowing that the only way to save yourself from
drowning is to jump out of the boat. But you are not sure you know how to swim,
let alone where safe shore is.
Many who know what is going on are still “here” because it is necessary to keep
informed “eyes and ears” that are familiar with the features of the 3-d realm to
monitor things in real time for a little while longer. Some are here “on call” to
help out with the transformational process when may have very little advance
notice. Others are here as outside scientists and observers. There is much going
on at the higher levels. It is good progress. So that is some news.
For some, it is frustrating, exhausting, depleting, to try to convince people of stuff
that are not ready to let go of. It’s just how it is. They need to ask you first, you
need ask them back whether they really want to here a different version of reality,
etc. If they yes, then you do your best and not expect an instant turn around.
Wait for them to come back to you. Otherwise it is insane to try to explain
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insanity to those who are becoming insane.
Many of us are anticipating exciting new changes at the inner/higher levels. This
also keeps us engaged in a positive way while embodied. It is interesting and
exciting in many ways. But if there is too much friction or stress from the old
ways, then that needs to be addressed. Otherwise what is exciting and new,
prematurely becomes an escape from a negative. This is something we addresses
in the October concluding A-List Update. We must be clear on what it is we are
attracted to.
So while I am here in our local bubble, we have lots of chores to do before it gets
too cold. Since we do not have a date of change of venue, I am working on
alternative low cost building designs for dwelling space and will meet with our
builder. I have months and years of notes to review, toss, file, organize. Mostly
toss. Books to read. Comfy wool slippers to buy and some clothing catalog credits
to use. I think it a good idea to order another case of my favorite coffee beans
from my favorite roaster. I may get the piano tuned and start playing again.
There are raised beds to clean out for spring, grow frames to “put to bed” for the
winter, stuff to prune, power backup batteries to install, and there are still two
overhead gas heaters in the barn and shop that are not working properly. Still ots
of chard and zucchini and tomoatoes. I already made 5 frozen vegie lasagnes about 40+ servings. All in minus 10 degree freezer now. Pureed tomoatoes and
other garden vege soup stocks, cookies, pies, various other vege, etc. all fast
frozen. Now to get the sunchoke roots and potatotes out of the garden before
freeze-up and pick the last of the chard from the protected grow frame.
Life here more and more has taken on the quality of that television episode, yet
there is contact outside this bubble as any moment the last bits of the solution
will be completed and put in play
The other day again I opened my eyes to the peace of deep space and myriad
stars. Then the walls and ceiling overlaid and replaced this in my visual field as I
gradually returned to resume familiar routines.
Many more are now bridging multiple levels of existence. It is a little like slowly
moving to new quarters across town or across the country. Back and forth, you
make lots of little trips taking what you need each time. Something staying a
while upon arrival to prepare something new for when you complete your move,
making the return trip return trip again. This is how it is for many. And for many
after a while, less and less of “you” returns to the old “you” realm of existence.
Eventually each will have options and choices available that are unique to them.
I have already described some of the range of these in various articles.
Well, this is my first story for the embarkation lounge.
-ASK
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Bifurcations - Trifurcation and Choices
« Reply #3 on: March 21, 2008, 01:39:46 AM tz-US/NY »
MARCH 20
Bifurcation model: Physicality and Spirituality
As I see it, there are two major tendencies within humanity with a great deal of
amplification occurring within each group due to various influences:
* On one hand, there are those who are more aligned and focused on spiritual
evolution than ever before. These individuals are a part of the early waves of
humanity who are moving forward in their the evolution of consciousness and
energetic make-up –naturally not all of them are aware of this from their human
awareness.
* …On the other hand there are those who are enmeshed in physicality and who
identify with the dominant paradigm, the control matrix. Some of those people
who most vociferous in their opposition to the control matrix, do not realize it but
they too are overly identified with its fundamental parameters. This latter group
includes both those of wealth and social-material power as well as those without
wealth or social-material influence.
… while humanity is very much split over this, it is possible for individuals and
networks to shift between these two paradigms. In response to what they perceive
of the world they are in, individuals see-saw back and forth between these two
tendencies. Those who would initially say they are spiritually-minded will forget
this in a moment and devote all their energy to some political campaign or
protest whose false front they are unaware of.
Bifurcation Model: Passive or Active Participant?
* One default "choice" is for people to allow their higher-self to handle it all and
let their personality self continue on in sleep state/denial mode. This is a choice,
albeit a somewhat passive one. The personality self may not care for the
outcome, but by then it will not matter as it will have "signed away" its rights by
virtue of denying itself an active role.
* Another choice is for the personality level awareness to try to take an active role
- so what are the choices? Here we can readily see bifurcations that continue to
separate and eventually recombine in new ways.
As the personality self actively involves itself , there is the need to discern truth
from falsehood.
Such a process is imperfect, choices made are imperfect, but it is the intention,
the basic impulse that is most important as well as the allowance of higher
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guidance. Those who operate cut-off from the light of true Source are operating
without higher level navigation. The effects of such misguidedness, even when
done with “good” intentions, is all too obvious on Earth, within the human 3-d
realm.
Bifurcation Model: False Creation or True Creation?
Subtitle: As above. So below/As below, so above
One model that I am working with there is at the highest level two creations foci:
One that could be called light of True Source and another that could be called a
false creation, or the dark force as some may prefer. For now, these can be
regarded as antithetical forces.
The false creation (dark force) has its own system and processes of "governance"
and "creation". Its goal is to set itself up as the only creation in the awareness of
its subjects. This latter word is the key here - "subjects" - these are those who are
forcibly enslaved or by virtue of lack of discernment or energetic
corruption/distortions winds up arrayed somehow in the dark force/false
creation. After a while, there is no longer any notion of another creation, a true
Source and that becomes their only reality.
The true Creation also has its own system and processes, etc.
So unless one can rely on higher dimensional knowing, what’s a human to do?
“You Create Your Own Reality”
There is a widespread notion being taught and deliberately promoted in many
circles of society: “YOU create your own reality”. Various people are taking in
enormous amounts of money totaling hundreds of millions of dollars in books,
tapes, DVD’s, seminars, talks, coaching, tv shows, etc. etc. Oprah says it is true, so
it must be, right? There are various popular channellers who parrot this as well,
usually claiming it is from “master” so and so, or “archangel” so and so.
At a simple level, consider someone has a painful and nasty disease. Perhaps they
received this by a well-intentioned person administering highly questionable,
toxic, medicine. So these false teacher would have the person believe that they
created their own reality, How is that? Some of these false teachers might well
argue it was “karmic balancing”. This would be a concocted story in any case and
anyone examining the false nature of most teachings about “karma” would
recognize this whole thing as a rotten “set-up” from top to bottom. Some of these
so called “teachers” would stretch this further, concocting an even grander
sounding story that the person must made a soul agreement so that at age 43 they
would be administered some terrible vaccine by someone who was operating
without any higher level guidance (or basic discernment) that would cause them
to die an agonizing death and that would result in some important learning
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experience for them or whomever was involved in doing the deed.
Consider as well the levels of grinding physical and emotional poverty in the
world, rich or poor. Did all these people create this reality for themselves? If they
only pay a fee or buy a book, they too can create wealth, happiness, a new life, etc.
for themselves. Literally people are being told this is the solution to the their
perceived or real problems of their lives in the control matrix.
Ultimately, this whole argument goes to the point of 7 billion people “creating
their own reality”. That is where the dark nature of this can be seen more clearly.
The perspective of the false light often makes popular sounding appeals for new
converts by advocating individual freedom from oppression (on Earth) and
advocating that everyone is equal to “god” or is a mini-god in their own right. The
goal of course is to win votes, new converts, to false creation. This is false creation
reality where everyone is “free”. The catch is they are ultimately dead-ended by a
vast control matrix that siphons off their energy. This is the dark control matrix
and it functions way beyond Earth.
One key to understanding this is that it is presented as individuals as sacred,
individuals as central, individuals in SEPARATION from the light of True
Creation. Separate from direct knowing and re-connection to their true Source.
Certain forces would like nothing better than a planet of 7 billion inhabitants
worshipping false gods and false creation and all the while celebrating how free
they are. Hey, such an environment might possibly be free of pollution, and
everyone would be happy. Devoid of connection to original Source of creation,
true Creation, people would be participating, happily, of course, in re-building
new prisons within prisons that they would happily maintain. This is the goal of
TPTB and the outcome of its ongoing twisted social meme-engineeering.
Liberation of the spiritual beings who are presently overly self-identified as
humanity involves a major sorting out and that implies major bifurcations and
different vibrational reality streams. Out of these bifurcations, the experiment of
humanity may develop a durable stream that continues on to give birth to a new
stage of evolution that can set the adventure of spirit and matter on a new course.
Evidence for this is here on earth now.
More on this later.
-ASK
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Re: Bifurcations - Trifurcation and Choices
« Reply #9 on: March 21, 2008, 01:01:40 PM tz-US/NY »
One divides into two, this is what the The All has done - a cosmic mitosis ==>
Creation ==> becoimes ==>>Creation-1 and Creation-2.
(see GA News from August 2007 on new creation)
1 divides into 2, 2 become 4, one of those dead-ends, result is 3, etc.
One divding into two (a bifurcation) is a helpful analytical tool for discovering the
dominant or fundamental dynamics in a system. Bifurcations are rarely "equal",
like numerical or quantified values. It is a conceptual tool that I have always
found valuable in understanding the essential dynamics of any system.
Likewise, these represent main tendencies within a system that over time can
lead to splits in a reality system.
I look at a system and ask what are the two main facets, main aspects? Of course
there are always subtlties, variations, etc.
In examining humanity, there are choice points. Like branches to flowing
streams of water, some disappear, some recombine somewhere else, etc.
-ASK
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You and Reality Re: Bifurcations - Trifurcation and Choices
« Reply #10 on: March 21, 2008, 01:14:02 PM tz-US/NY »
Yes, we all contribute toward creating our own "realities" in so many big and little
ways. I would never deny that. And when I stubbed my toe by not paying
attention, I contributed mighitly toward creating that :reality".
However, I am looking at this business as a whole, in its proper context, and I
find that the vast majority of all those teaching this "you create your own reality"
business (and it is a business) are promting (cleverly) a false Creation perspective
that ultimately serve to disempower and discourage people and if anything, turn
them away from the light of true Source and turn them toward the false Creation.
I will elaborate more on this later.
Many teachings of the dark forces yield tangible, useful results. Afterall it they
have dominated their home turf of the "matrix" . So naturally , pragmatism will
be a criteria for their subjects to use in determining the relatively validity of the
dominant paradigm. And what has ther modern matieralist worldview included
as a oundational element? Pragmatism. If it works and produces the reulsts
desired, then it is good and do more of it. What has been so masterful at
implementing or operationalizing this worldview? Capitalism.
Given the masses of people in a situation of imprisonment within the control
matrix - a false Creation reality system -- and these masses of people accept the
"you create your own reality" paradigm, then they are being programmed to only
look to themselves as both the soource of the problem and the solution. Brilliant
social programming (memeering" by the dark forces!
However, if people could see the nature of those those who run the prison system
AND were to connect to True Source/Light of God (the real deal) AND in so doing
would naturally be reconnecting through their own higher self, then you have an
awakeneing and empowerment like nothing else.
A few thoughts for this morning.
-ASK
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Truth, Falsehood, Creation, and Choices
« Reply #11 on: March 31, 2008, 01:48:05 AM tz-US/NY »
False Imprinting and Meme Engineering
Falsehood versus Truth; Connection to False Creation versus Connection to
True Creation. This is what is at the essence of what is on the table for humanity
today and the stakes are the very highest.
”Oneness” has become a handy term these days. It is widely and abstractly
promoted as love, forgiveness, and embracing everyone and everything without
discernment. This approach is consistent with “false creation” imprinting of
everything under its domain with the false teaching of “freedom” that extols the
individual (and collectively the human species), yet always in a context that omits
connection to true Source.
Furthermore, this false “oneness” is a high-level “meta-meme”, a creature of the
dark forces, and is promoted under various similarly engineered tendencies
including, “new age”, “new thought”, integral culture”, and yes “global warming”,
etc. This false “oneness” is promoted by the falsehoods of the "new age/new
thought/integralist" tendencies that were originally created to serve both as a
new mask for TPTB and a as a means of ensuring smooth social order under their
dominion. These tendencies are very much like the proven mass market
consumer product companies, churning out endless products and brands, all
purporting to offer the secret to ultimate success and happiness. All pander to the
banalities of the individual self in separation from true or original Source.
True Oneness with Original Creation is a high level resonance and attractor
through which genuine healing and spiritual evolution can take place. It is also
the avenue for a true global awakening. That is why we are here after all, to know
the difference, help undo the dark force influences, and not to become energy
fodder for the dark forces. A tall order to be sure!
False Oneness emphasizes self-centeredness. Everything to give the personal
I/me ego personality false freedom and control –all in the context of maintaining
separate from True Source. Built in to this meme there is the collective selfcenteredness of the superiority of humanity and within this various levels of the
family unit, race, gender, religions, all tools used to keep humanity misdirected
and manipulated. The powers-that-be have patiently been working this in stages,
always toward the goal of engineering a more compliant “inmate” population that
would gladly manage its own imprisonment –such has been their long term social
engineering strategy.
(Much more can be said in more depth, and will be in the February-April
“Spring” issue of Global Awakening News still in preparation.)
-ASK
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Ascension - Its Meaning and Preparatory Practices
« on: April 13, 2009, 01:35:21 AM tz-US/NY »
A working definition-in-progress of ascension:
“Ascension” in our usage is a qualitative change of state in which ”you” –the
ordinary human self you identify as –enters into continual connection with levels
of awareness of a higher vibrational state. The subtle bodies that govern your
human physical existence are altered, your overall light capacity grows, and your
overall state of existence is enhanced beyond the human-based frame of
reference. Although “you” are a full participant, “you” find yourself in conscious
and open communion with more of the aspects that make up the “greater you”
and thus “you” play a role in directing your spiritual evolution and destiny as a
spiritual being. This higher vibrational level of existence is one that is connected
to the highest levels of Source Light and no longer subject to the distortion and
control of the dark.
There are those who believe that it is a self-contradiction or an oxymoron to put
forth the notion of embodied humans functioning from an ascended state of
consciousness and perhaps even an altered physical-energetic structure based
upon the present physical-energetic state of humans and the general vibrational
state of Earth-1. However, there is ample evidence of embodied humans (albeit
rare in number) who have been just that. It is important to distinguish between
humans having moments of higher inspiration or guidance and embodied
humans functioning from a “24/7” state of higher awareness
coupled with the knowledge and experiences of the human “lower self”.
It is with this that the possibilities for altering physicality and the nature of reality
begin to be possible. From a previously limited human existence, subject to the
influences of a set of dominant interests (the dark forces), the possibilities begin
to open up for evolution into spiritual beings who have the ability to consciously
alter or create their personal and collective reality.
More to come...
-ASK
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SP: Re: Ascension, A working definition
« Reply #2 on: April 13, 2009, 11:11:04 PM tz-US/NY »
Response to “SP”
The short summary I posted comes from a composite of personal “gnosis”
spanning recent months and going back some years. I wrote a little of this in the
context of comments concerning the Tom Kenyon material on ascension posted
in this forum.
I can only surmise that this comes to me from my higher aspects as well as what
my ordinary personality self has directly connected with. I say surmise, because I
do not rely on external authorities, channeled or otherwise. As to being
surreptitiously influenced, I think not. Especially given some cross checking I am
able to do.
As to “yearning” versus direct access from the “other side”, as with most of us
here, I have had my yearnings to leave as well as been presented with that
possibility at times. For a while longer I am here and am keeping my ordinary
self occupied with mundane matters like the new spring garden and new growing
areas, cleaning up oodles of personal archives and junk, and finishing the last
issue of GA News. So by yearning might I equate that to “wishful thinking” to
some extent? I try to keep that out of the picture as much as I can, otherwise it
introduces many distortions.
While I had read a little of some notions of all this from various sources, I found
that I had access to some of these modalities. Like having a little direct
experience both tasting a dish and preparing it. Then I find there is a larger
pattern and then I find there is some historical or ancient basis.
My first introduction to all this was from an “inner memorandum” that was fairly
specific to examine the ascension of our holographic light bodies and not get
sidetracked by the physical body or other modalities. Then came the
reassessment of the work of Auribindo and Mirra in light of new events and new
situations here. Etc. This will be presented in the forthcoming articles.
What do you mean by “familiar territory”? In the good old days ascension was
more of a lofty goal for certain types of spiritual aspirants. It was also a hoped-for
exit from the dark control fields and rebirth cycles –but generally not, as we have
found.
Ascension is in ways “an old thing” when considered from a higher perspective –
one that has looked forward to a major evolutionary shift throughout this
creation system.
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Is this a suggestion of something fundamentally different? I will let those who
read the new material we are putting together judge this for themselves. I will say
now that one thing that is different is the possibility of liberation from the dark
controlled realm and ascension is greater than before –and are coming available
for humanity as a whole. The modalities for this appear varied and largely
dependent on the individual and their greater beingness/soul self /higher self.
Another thing that is different is that this entire creation structure is in the
process of changing and that will affect all levels of existence within its
parameters.
Again, the reasons and the modes will be explained more in the article.
As to why now, I would say, “it is time”.
The longer people allow their attention to be referenced by social, economic,
political and other shenanigans of the old human realm, the more distant
spiritual evolution/ascension will seem. It is possible to function in the world, yet
not be identified with it. Just as it is possible to function from a personality self,
yet not make that ones primary or sole identification.
However and whatever ways people find ways to detach from the old, see the
truth of the deceits, and be clear about spiritual evolution rather than the survival
of their biological vehicles and species, then they will have an easier time
establishing a new directional vector that is focused on spiritual evolution and the
dream of creation.
-ASK
PS
Perhaps you would might find a way to examine more of your “swiss army knife
tools” at least to see what all they might look like and perhaps their purposes. I
like your analogy! Usually I haven’t much of any thought until I am asked or
questioned –or that I have a real need to know. Then I find I new thingamajig I
didn’t even know about.
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Three Stages of Ascension - from a work in progress
« Reply #3 on: April 17, 2009, 12:04:42 AM tz-US/NY »
The three stages of ascension
by JC
posted by ASK
- Draft for comment
When just looking at the process of ascension one can see three distinct processes
that occur.
The first the most discussed process is when an aspect (you) finishes all of the
training and learning that it needs and completes the changes in the self at its
current level. It moves to the highest level of the dimensional or energetic
structure it exists within. It has extended freedom to move within that structure
and to work at all level of that structure.
The second occurs when all of the aspects move to the highest level of their
existence structure and then all aspects ascend or move upward within the
dimensional structure.
The third process is when all of the aspects unite into the greater whole of the
soul self and the soul becomes an individualized being and moves into the greater
creation structure.
Understanding the ascension process is difficult, partly because of the vocabulary
used by different people, but mostly because of the different descriptions of
ascension and the expectations resulting from these descriptions. Most
descriptions come from people who have limited understanding of the realms
beyond the immediate structure of embodiment. In attempting to describe an
event that does not fit into their understanding of structural levels, it is natural to
translate it into words and actions that fit ones understanding of the universe and
their place in it.
One thing that makes it difficult to understand is the deficit of knowledge of the
structure beyond the level of embodiment and how to transition beyond this
structural level. Often what people describe as ascension is just the expansion of
the person to a vibrational zone just above this one and their subsequent vacating
from the physical environment. For some there may well be the perception of
their complete disappearance from their previous 3-d physicality while in other
cases the consciousness of their personality self will vacate the 3-d body, leaving
the body behind. This would be consistent with the process following natural or
catastrophic death. (There is little point in speculating at this time as to what
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percentage will have sort of experience.) While this is not the entirety of
ascension, it is a part of the ascension process and represents important growth
in preparation for what is viewed by the greater whole (that is, from outside the
fallen sector) as true ascension.
Within our Creation Structure there are dozens of known levels of existence. We
as individuated souls inhabit 7 distinct levels within this Creation Structure. Our
first level is not on the lowest level, but is very close. Our human personality
consciousness resides primarily within the third level (3-d) of a seven level
structure. Each level has distinct qualities and we work with the energies of that
level to gain mastery of that level. The goal of ascension is to have all seven bodies
or aspects complete the ascension process within its individual level. When this
happens each of our seven selves on the seven levels moves upward or ascends
within the dimensional structures.
We have individuated bodies on each of the seven levels. Each lives a life on that
level and develops there. We influence each of these levels as each level
influences us. The greatest influence is generally from the levels closest to us but
all play a role. These seven levels are an out-picturing or projection of our soul
just as our seven chakras are an out- picturing or projection of our place at this
level. Our chakras are also a direct connection to the two aspects below and the
four aspects above us.
When one aspect or energy body has completed all of its work on its level and is
ready to move on, but one or more of the other six is not ready, that aspect moves
to the highest energetic area of the level it manifests within. When it does, it can
appear that it has ascended or moved upward to the next level. In the sector we
are in this is more often the case. What can happen is that the person may decide
to descend back into matter and re-embody for further growth or move upward to
the highest area of this level. Those on the highest area of this level who can
interact with humans at their lower level of development are often seen as
“ascended masters” because of their development and because they have retained
the ability to interact and influence things at this level. This is only possible
because they are still attached to this level and have not moved on to the next
level. When they truly ascend to the next level their ability to interact at this level
will be limited at best, and impossible in most cases.
Let’s consider ascension as it is seen from the greater whole of those who are not
limited to this creation structure. There are many creation structures within the
beingness of God. These are contained within a greater creation structure that is
itself contained with other greater structures within even greater structures. The
“greater creation beings” consider ascension to happen when a being brings all
seven aspects into one whole and grows into the greater being that is the soul
itself. Once that happens, the greater self graduates or ascends out of this
creation structure and continues a process of growth and movement into being a
Creator with the responsibilities of a “Creator being”.
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One of the difficulties of the movement through the levels towards the ascension
is that it has been a gradual process. This process can be speeded up through the
aligning of the seven bodies and their purpose. Also what is needed is to get all
seven bodies vibrating at the same frequency at the same time as well as
beginning the process of aligning these bodies with the frequency of the greater
soul self. There are techniques available for this requiring focused intent to bring
it about. You are in a unique place to help this happen as you are on the third
density level, comparable to the third chakra, the level of power. You can develop
the ability to bring your other aspects or energy bodies into harmony and supply
the power necessary for the connection to take place. This leads to freeing oneself
from the life to life, level to level requirement that has characterized ascension.
///
Getting busy the next level up!
« Reply #4 on: April 17, 2009, 02:02:38 PM tz-US/NY »
note from JC this morning:
An interesting thing is happening on the next level upward. It is getting very
noisy. There are more people waking up and finding themselves there and there
is a lot of confusion and noise happening because of it. It is like coming from a
little town with it level of energy and noise and going into the middle of New York
with its noise, energy and confusion.
jc
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The Body, The Cells, The Changes
« Reply #8 on: September 14, 2010, 02:12:46 AM tz-US/NY »
The Body, The Cells, & The Changes
excerpted from the September 10, 2010 A-List Update
Based upon earlier successes, there are multiple experiments underway that will
determine the future of much of existence, not just that of humans and this
Earth.
For each of us, it is most important to find everyway within ourselves (not
looking for this outside ourselves) to connect to the “correction energies” and
Original Source, Creator of All. One way would be to intend this and to place your
attention and breathing to the space around your cells and atoms of your body.
(This is also present within the cells.) There is also a tube-like energy field
roughly several feet across that is connecting in with more individuals and
initiating changes that can also be passed on between individuals. (No training
fees involved!)
Throughout all of this, there is the challenge of improving connectivity and
awareness between your human self and the rest of your larger soul being. This
needs to be worked on from both directions. Some exercises for this were
presented in previous issues of GA:News.
(Link - http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/The%20Crystal%20Body%20Exercises%20May%202009.pdf and see short exercise for clearing ones energy centers at
the end of this update).
The human DNA as a whole includes an extraordinary range of possibilities
derived from many different (and extraterrestrial) genetic patterns. Rather than
consider this as “defective” from thousands of years of tampering for less than
honorable purposes, consider this as a storehouse of enormous potential
diversity. In addition, there are the unique codes to our DNA and / or to our
subtle bodies that we establish upon entry of a higher level being with a new
human form.
One of the “experiments” has to do with the ongoing pursuit of the
transformation of matter of the earth and the matter of cells of our human
biology. Related to this, there may also be those who find they have stopped aging
or reversed aging in preparation for the changes to their cellular matter and
energetics. There may also be those for whom this is not a necessary precondition.
At its essence, it is a question of the state of consciousness. So this is really about
consciousness and the vibrational energies that are developed and sustained. Our
work is to pursue developing ourselves as ascended beings. Given the enormity of
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the challenge, there is no risk of failure, only the achievement of learning.
Transforming these physical human bodies at this time is not the “sine qua non”
of ascension, even though there will be those who manage this.
Another “experiment” involves the preparation of a higher level of existence for
our individuated consciousness. For some this may mean a new physical
incarnation into an upgraded biological body that has the capacity for these
higher energies. This may well pertain to the new transitional humans, some of
whom are now here on earth now.
For others this may mean their human individuation and higher bodies shifting
its locus to a higher vibrational body, one that might retain humanoid form. This
higher order “new body” may appear to be overlaid or superimposed upon your
familiar present human physical form and may seem to occupy a taller and larger
envelope. This was discovered and described in the material by Mirra and
Aurobindo and is being experienced and reported by some today. For some this
new body may reside in another vibrational plane, as has also been reported.
For some, they may initially decide to forego having something as definite as a
body structure and reconnoiter themselves at a more formless level of existence,
while they reconnoiter with themselves.
As to the transformation of ones present physical body, it is something that is
possible from your cosmic being as it connects on down through into the physical
matter of your cells and the earth. It is possible and it has been demonstrated in
various ways. It involves bringing the vibrational state of ones physical matter
into sufficient coherence to shift beyond the ordinary 3-d physical state.
However, this is not necessarily ascension or spiritual evolution, and can be
achieved through energetic or yogic mastery.
What must also change is the basic paradigm of ones consciousness. In order for
this core paradigm to change in favor of ascension, it is essential to be
reconnected to the higher energies of Creator of All. While there are intermediate
vibrational states available, these are a type of partial ascension and does not
necessarily lead to liberation from the dark force control system and the fallen
sector.
The transformation process requires a clearing and upgrading of our state of
consciousness as well as the vibrational state of matter. This requires an
alteration of all that is familiar to our human memories and hence our very
notion of our human personal self image of its existence.
However, too much attachment is placed upon achieving physical bodily change,
especially with so many difficulties present. With sufficient elevation and
improvement to the nature of this physical material, the emergence of the new
being may be possible, especially with the advent of the new connections to
Source that are incoming.
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It is something of a mad rush at times. The dark also wish to establish themselves
in such a way. It is after all one of the higher levels goals of the dark forces: to
establish control of the human vehicle so as to utilize the transformation for
itself. The forces working on behalf of Creator of All seek to re-integrate as much
of Itself via the correction energies and mother modes. The very presence of
lightbeings associating from the locus of human existence serves to prevent
further occupation of the dark.
So it may well be that many who are focused on the bigger picture may discover
that their consciousness can move to a new higher energy body that some aspects
of their larger selves have been working on during the present and other
lifetimes/existences.
As to ones former human personal self, this will be something that will be
addressed in concert with your higher levels.
For some, removing themselves from the ordinary physical plane may facilitate
ways to re-address and re-approach the levels of physical density from a new
level of being and consciousness. There are other ways to complete the circuits
from the higher levels to the lower or more dense levels of existence, than to do it
through this version of the human physical under the present difficult conditions.
It is not a foregone conclusion that this will end ones present human physicality.
The “correction energies” are being required to act upon both the state of matter
and the state of the human and respective soul beings. This was not available 10,
20 or 50 years ago. Placing your attention to the energies between or around your
cells and atoms of your body is one avenue to access the higher energies, another
is a direct connection via your central energy column. Yes, these energies are also
present within the cells but are intermixed with others.
While one of the challenges to the greater transformation rests upon the
upgrading of matter itself, there is the problem of the imprinting upon all level of
consciousness by the dark forces and their various miscreant outputs within the
fallen sector. This has affected nearly all levels. This has been one of the major
problems behind the apparent durability of the dark so far. Hence the need for
the “ultimate” in “software” that is both “anti-virus” and new “operating system”.
Once the individual awareness has reconnected to the forces of the higher
correction energies and higher level oneness, much of this imprinting can be
dissolved and new levels of higher level free-will become available to guide the
individual at various levels, not only human.
This power has been potentially available, but until now it has been generally
been too risky to the majority of human organisms, likely resulting in premature
death from the body.
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Whatever your path, the considerations touched upon above are part of the
suggestion to think and act as if you are now in ascension mode and evaluate the
nature of your present existence both from your human being and higher level
being. From this then, consider the full sweep of the nature and lessons of human
existence on this planet.
As I look further into the possibilities and problems of the transformation of
living cellular matter I find myself (yet again) considering closely the implication
of the earlier work of Mirra Alfassa and Aurobindo. (See section in this update
titled “Beyond the Human Species…”)
See Global AwakeningNews for previous discussion on ascension and
transformation. Articles at link: http://www.pfcn.net/napsum-bul1.html
and also
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php?topic=1139.msg4816;topicseen#
msg4816
///END
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What Remains?
« Reply #3 on: September 01, 2010, 02:30:20 AM tz-US/NY »
What Remains?
Updated Sept 10 - excerpted from the A-List Update fo Sept 10
In rejecting all the falsehoods of the present personal human existence and those
of the collective human existence, what remains?
This is very risky question for many of us these days. It is as if diving off a
precipice, not entirely sure if one flies or changes into something new.
In some ways, we are being asked to set aside anything and everything in favor of
something that has never been in this realm before.
Yet, there has been too little of a basis for the human self to trust this “other”, the
higher soul being. The soul being from its perspective has needed to maintain its
own higher levels as intact as possible and not risk “losing all” in the traps of the
fallen sector.
When one takes in the depth and breadth of the problems and inherent
limitations of human 3d reality, then “taking the risk” becomes an easier
response, perhaps even interesting or exciting. What else is there?
Sooner or later, this process involves the human personal-self stepping to one
side of the main stage of ones human sense of being, to make room for something
“other”. Rather than annihilation of personal self, it may be possible to find
higher levels of awareness that lead to higher knowing. Higher knowing leads to
real truth, real truth leads to proper spiritual free-will.
We now have the present and incoming higher energies of true Source and the
"correction energies", only recently has this become tangible at the human level.
The outcome may connect the learning across all levels of our respective
existences toward our own unique, personal collective and greater cosmic self
toward an unknown but brilliant spiritual evolutionary potential.
-ASK
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Time, 2012, and Time Is Up?
« on: December 10, 2007, 07:46:23 PM tz-US/NY »
Time is Up?
Friday November 11th, a new flow of insights as to the current situation came in.
By the time I arrived home and shared this with my wife, it was very clear that a
major shift in the “general plan” was underway.
Over recent weeks of watching and interacting with certain leading indicators of
change, it is clear that time has run out for humanity to "get its act together".
Left to its own devices, humanity is incapable of making the shift. Too many
interferences on earth and beyond. In short, to is now time for a "plan-B" from
the heavens.
My sense of this is derived from both my own connection to higher consciousness
as well as a filtering of others where there is mutual concordance. We have all
noted the sharp rise in reports of dramatic earthchanges after a lull of a few
weeks. I find this indicative of the "plan-b" now in play. Direction for the events
now unfolding are firmly in the hands of the highest realms of god-consciousness
and not under the control of more local creator-god levels.
Remember the story about the frog in the pot of water which is slowly heated up?
Well that is humanity. The pot is heating up and too much of humanity still
thinks it is okay to stay in its old pot. Even those who are more spiritually
oriented. Too many get too caught up in the dramas and righteous causes – US
elections, war in Iran, Iraq, 9-11 truth movement, chemtrails, etc. These are all
“issues” that are WAY too big for humanity to tackle, given its present state of
limited consciousness. There is now is the likelihood for civil strife as economic
pressures trigger righteous reactions in many countries, including the USA. --and this would serve no good whatsoever.
It is time to get out and breathe a new atmosphere and walk upon new land. So
the “cooks” in the higher realms are going to start "sloshing the pot" to encourage
the frogs to think of a new more evolved way of being and new a basis for their
existence.
A transformational process is in play that is designed to clear the energy matrices
that govern individual and collective existence. However the distortions in the
human personality and collective consciousness place too many limits on the
initial process. Hence a “plan-b” is in process to move things along. This “plan-b”
involves the ratcheting up of changes to the planetary environment that will
cause many to deeply question what is truly most important to them and to
wonder if there is more existence than physical-social life.
Two Tendencies
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There are basically two tendencies within humanity engaged in a push-pull with
one another, with a great deal of amplification occurring due to various
influences outside of the immediate human sphere of awareness.
In response to deteriorating material conditions, many will be seeking ways to
form practical, materially-focused communities that embrace shared values.
Some will focus primarily on evolving their spiritual consciousness while
attending to certain practicalities of day-to-day life. Some will involve rural land
situations and others will be within urbanized areas. It will be those who embrace
spiritual awakening that will be at the forefront of the transformational waves.
“Community” also can represent much larger groupings of people, such as
villages, cities, counties, states, provinces, etc. This is not about an organized
social movement, it is a spontaneous and self-organizing process that is already
underway and offers much that is beneficial.
Social-economic and earth environment changes are clearly underway that are
beyond the ability of humanity to apply old approaches to address the
consequences. Before the end of this year, it will be plain to many people all over
the world that there will be no return to what has passed as “normalcy” and that a
new way of functioning is demanded by changing conditions. This new way of
functioning will only be successful if new consciousness is engaged in its
development.
-ASK
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Present period, 2012, and Time
« Reply #1 on: September 21, 2008, 01:59:52 AM tz-US/NY »

9-20-08
Musings on the 2012 Meme
(More on this later)
Recently I had cause to turn on an old copy of the Time Wave Zero software. I
have no idea why, perhaps it has been the recent musings on time flow
distortions. Perhaps it is because of a recent call I had with Clif who is one of the
partners at HalfpastHuman. Or perhaps it was just "time".
The rough graph below covers the period from now until 12-21-2012. I will not
get in to all the influences that led to the development of the Time Wave Zero
program, I leave that for the curious to follow the links provided. Suffice to say
that it was a confluence of interdimensional insights, study of the patterns of the
I-Ching, intuition and subjectivity, some interesting math, and various
contributors over a period of years since it was first conceived in the 1970's by
Terrence McKenna. That the program terminates at 12-21-2021 was a decision
made by McKenna.
Of all things, it was only today that I also discovered that the time stamp on my
version of TWZ was my birthdate!
There is much debate as to the genuine accuracy and relevance of the Time Wave
Zero. However, I find it curious to say the least that the patterns this particular
program shows has a general correspondence to many of the major trends plotted
by HalfPastHuman (HPH).
The plot I have shaded here shows rising and falling patterns. The steep lines
could represent periods of major change. The upward trends could be said to
represent building tension. The transition point at which things change
dramatically has been termed a release point by the HPH developers.
Following a brief plateau period of a little more than week, is a small plateau just
before the first shaded bar that roughly corresponds to this month’s tension-filled
dithering of the global political-economic scene. The values then rapidly shift
around 10-05 and continue to change rapidly until 12-10. It is more than passing
interest that HPH has specifically identified the early hours of 10-7 as a point that
marks a rapid change in the human operating environment. Furthermore, the
end point of 12-10 or 12-12 is one they have identified as marked by one or two
very major earthquakes, one of them perhaps in the PNW.
A little background TimeWaveZero and its theory:
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As Peter Meyer explains:
The theory of the Timewave was already essentially enunciated in the 1975
edition of The Invisible Landscape, by Dennis and Terence McKenna, except that
the timewave in that exposition was not yet explicitly a fractal. (The original
edition of The Invisible Landscape was published by The Seabury Press, New
York; it was long out of print, then reprinted in 1994 by Harper San Francisco.)
At first calculations relating to the timewave were performed by hand. This was
a tedious process and it became clear that only with the help of a computer
could the full ramifications of the theory be explored.
Early attempts to understand the mathematical nature of the wave were partial
and incomplete. In 1974 or earlier Royce Kelley and Leon Taylor were recruited
by Terence McKenna and calculated the wave as 64 tables of 384 terms each.
This work was done at the University of California at Berkeley using a
FORTRAN program running on a CDC 6400 computer.
It is part of the Timewave theory Zero that descents of the timewave
(particularly the beginnings and ends of descents) are associated with "novelty"
(or, in the view of some, "revelation") whereas ascents are associated with lack
of "novelty", or habit and routine.
The formal mathematical component of Timewave Theory does not imply any
particular date as the zero date. The timewave is anchored to historical time by
associating the zero point with some point in time. The standard zero point,
advocated by Terence McKenna is 6 a.m. (Colombian time) on 2012-12-21
(December 21, 2012 — changed from December 22, 2012 around 1991).
Whatever number set is chosen as the basis for the timewave, the choice of the
date and time for the zero point is crucial in relating the theory to the historical
data (data which is required either to confirm or to refute it).
The standard zero date, 2012-12-21, has by now achieved a sort of fame as the
predicted date of the Eschaton (a concept of Christian origin and meaning "the
last, or final, thing", after which there is no more, or at least beyond which
Earthly time ceases and, perhaps, a state ensues which transcends time as we
know it).
How the date for the Eschaton was arrived at by Terence McKenna, building
upon the revelations of the Oversoul of the Species, is described below.
Unfortunately there seems to be a flaw in the initial reasoning concerning the
identification of this zero date.
Prior to 1990 McKenna had always stated that the zero date was 2012-12-22,
not the date of 2012-12-21 which is now often used as the zero date. The
approach he originally took to determining the zero date was to look for an
event of great novelty in recent history, and to take this as the start of the final
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67.29-year (24,576-day) cycle. The use of a uranium bomb to kill 80,000
civilians on 1945-08-06 seemed to him the most likely candidate for such an
event. Adding 67.29 years to the date of the incineration of Hiroshima brings
one to mid-November 2012. Influenced by the fact that the current 13-baktun
cycle of the Maya Calendar ends in December 2012 McKenna adopted 2012-1222 as the zero date.
http://www.hermetic.ch/frt/zerodate.html
From Dennis and Terrence McKenna:
"...the "revealed" axiom that all phenomena are at root constellated by a wave
form which is the hierarchical summation of its constituent parts,
morphogenetic patterns related to those in DNA. ... We argue that the theory of
the hyperspatial nature of superconductive bonds, and the experiment we
devised to test that theory, yielded ... a modular wave-hierarchy theory of the
nature of time that we have been able to construe, using a particular
mathematical treatment of the I Ching, into a general theory of systems, which
illuminates the nature of time and organism and provides an idea model which
explains the interconnection of physical and psychological phenomena from the
submolecular to the macrocosmic level."
— Dennis and Terence McKenna, The Invisible Landscape, original (1975)
edition, pp. 101-103.
To quote Phillip Coppens:
From his very first experiences, the denizens of hyperspace had given McKenna
a mathematical formula which became known as “novelty” and “Timewave
Zero”. At first, McKenna had no apparent use for it. It was said to be a system
that showed how “new things” – novelty – would spring about in our timeline.
Time itself was a fractal wave of novelty – the output from this wave. Time was
thus built around a series of new ideas and paradigm shifts: events that
changed the world.
The problem was how to anchor the formula in our calendar – where the wave
would collapse into a zero point. After some study, McKenna decided that the
anchor should be on December 21, 2012 AD, which he later also identified as the
end-date of the Mayan calendar.
The Timewave has remained a subject of intrigue after McKenna’s death,
specifically with the September 11, 2001 attacks or the December 26, 2004 Asian
tsunami. McKenna argued that 2012 would be an “eschaton” – a tremendous
collapse of time, forcing us to enter a new time. Though that might indeed be the
purpose of the Timewave, the denizens did not anchor it in our timeline –
McKenna did. Hence, the 2012 anchor is not a certitude, but only a theory.
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Though the Timewave does largely coincide with significant events that the
Western media reports on, no scientific classification of what comprises novelty
on a global scale means – nor how to time it. Did the world change at
September 11, or when Bush decided to invade Afghanistan? And though it
enthralled the media, was it truly a global event? And does it matter whether or
not Mankind does change, or merely that the event that might change Mankind
happens? These questions remain…"
(The second color plot is from the Phillip Coppens article and show the present
period with correspondences to ancient history.)
http://www.philipcoppens.com/tmckenna.html
More on this:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Novelty_theory
The software: http://www.hermetic.ch/frt/frt.htm
The math:
http://www.hermetic.ch/frt/math_twz.htm
To read more on the work of Half Past Human: www.halfpasthuman.com
From Leading Edge (this is not an endorsement of them)
http://www.trufax.org/general/twz.html
And this from Leadign Edge - an overview of major events.
http://www.cco.net/~trufax/online/time.html
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TWZ present period-shaded-red.jpg (83.64 KB, 720x480 - viewed 1462 times.)

mckenna2.jpg (43.16 KB, 375x250 - viewed 1449 times.)
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Perception of Time - Vibrational Up-shifting and Down-shifting
« Reply #18 on: July 21, 2009, 02:45:32 AM tz-US/NY »
Changes in Perception of Time - Vibrational Up-shifting and Downshifting
My sense of time is always that there is “no time” and thus the “to do list” looks
impossible. My sense of time tends toward all “now and simultaneous”. Thus 200
years ago seems like recent history to me, etc. and I have trouble distinguishing
100 years from 10 years from 1 years, etc. Of course I check dates or years, but my
sense of the flow of time is certainly different. Has been now for a while. But this
effect is getting more and more pronounced these recent months. Earlier this
year I felt very much as thought I had already lived this year and was already
skipping ahead roughly a full year. Indeed! I had to tell myself this is spring of
this year and there will be no vege garden if I do not do something about it.
The slow-motion to me is like the ethers becoming thick. Even ordinary
movement like walking from point A to B becomes a challenge. Especially since
often to my awareness the event or action has already happened. Already had my
morning coffee before it was actually made. (Surely there is a Zen Koan about
this!) For simple tasks, my awareness has already finished the tasks and so
getting things done requires a deliberate stepping down in vibration to get things
done properly enough.
I have had emails from various “sensitives” reporting similar effects over the
recent months. Some of us are vibrationally moving beyond here, but there is still
much of ourselves focused around the old body existence that there is this
“problem”. So our fields need to temporarily down shift. Then we are off zooming
beyond light speed.
-ASK
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Looking at the Future -by JC -- Timeline Distortions and the Real
« Reply #22 on: July 30, 2009, 09:02:21 PM tz-US/NY »
NOTE: This is from NES member ... updated and edited August 15, 2009
Timeline Distortions and the Real
Looking At the Future
by John Crawford
link to August 2009 GA News from which this was excertped
http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/GA%20News%20-%20Part%203%20%20August-2009.pdf
This has never been an easy proposition at any time. Part of the reason is that the
future is a series of probabilities and possibilities the other is that there is bleed
through from other timelines or parallels. It has always been hard to separate
what is being seen as a probability or as a bleed through from other timelines.
This was made both easier and harder by the beginning of the collapse of the
parallels.
The process of collapsing the parallels has been going on for several years. The
process started with the newer parallels being collapsed into each other then
these unified parallels being collapsed into older parallels (ones created earlier in
the flow of time). With each collapse the more negative elements of the timelines
were removed and the development of the individual was kept as clear as
possible. With each collapse the development were brought in in such a ways as
to have the parallel individual think that it was part of its spiritual development
within that timeline. This continued up to the present time. Now there are only a
few parallels exist and they are beginning the process of being collapsed into the
prime timeline (this one).
There are at least six timelines that are being worked with at this time. Two are
ones in which there is a great manifestation of light and suddenly everything is as
it should be in regards to spiritual growth. These often give a very rosy picture of
the future. Four of the timelines contain elements of disaster in which wars of
various intensities and between different elements are battling. It shows
difficulties in different areas and between different groups some on the planet
and some between the planet and beings from space. There are also several
different earth change scenarios ranging from total annihilation of all life to
minor physical changes affecting some areas. These changes are confounded with
the different war visions to give us a difficult mix of visions.
Now factor in the difficulties of possible and probable futures on the prime
timeline. This timeline is becoming less and less fixed as to probable futures.
Each step we take now has an effect on the possible future and it is continually
changing as we change and become more real. Our timelines are collapsing and
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we are incorporating the lessons learned from the sub-timelines (parallels).
Because the remaining parallels are the combined strength of all of the timelines
that have been collapsed into them they are having a more profound effect on us,
our decisions and our visions of the future. The possible visions that many are
seeing are because of this.
We can look at the different visions that are coming forth but at this time it is not
advisable to tie oneself to one vision. We live in a timeline that is just now
beginning to free itself from the shackles of the past and the past decisions of well
meaning beings. The Creator is now coming in to this timeline and we are seeing
the effects of this now. Part of the instability in the outer is because of the
loosening of the bonds placed on us from the past as well as the freeing us from
the probable futures. We are the ones that make the future now by our attention
to what is happening and to what we want to happen.
We cannot accurately see the future because it is no longer in the realm of the
probable. The future is now in the realm of the possible. It is affected by the past
but no longer bound by it. We are making the future by each of our decisions in
our day-to-day lives and how we wish to see ourselves. This sounds like the realm
of positive thinking but it is in reality the realm of surrender. It is the surrender
to the true plan of creation even though we do not know the plan, it is a trusting
that The Creator is bringing us to that place where we can be our true selves
without the baggage of the past.
As to seeing the future. Nothing will come close to being accurate until after
September or October of 2009, then it may be possible to see more clearly but not
entirely into the future.
-JC
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Crisis and Transformation - Being in the "Now" or Being Here to Go?
« on: September 19, 2008, 04:16:45 PM tz-US/NY »
Your comments are most welcome. This will be a these developed a bit more in
conjunction with an analysis of the aspects of “love” for the final edition of GA
News that is in preparation.
“Being in the Now” – Blessing or Curse?
There is no one and no concept that is heavily promoted via Oprah that has
anything to do with true spiritual growth and liberation from the dark. Given the
rise in popularity of Tolle and “now” teachings I offer some thoughts about two
aspects to “being in the now”.
After so many years of observing potentially, hopeful, positive signs, I have found
that 99% sooner or later these things become controlled or heavily contaminated
by the dark forces or at least operated through memes that have been deliberately
inculcated into humanity by the dark.
We are also in process of developing “escape velocity” and this poses the single
greatest threat to the dark as it would permanently remove an important source
of energy to them. “Being here now” can have a very dangerous downside that
feeds into the dark forces as they prepare for a “make over” façade aimed at
maintaining their dominance in this sector.
Most individuals who are teaching “now-ness” serve as agents of the dark
“matrix” world, even thought most are not be aware of it. Hence “being in the
now” equates to be more consciously becoming an agent of the matrix world and
thus helping to maintain its existence. I will have more to say on this later in the
final issue of GA News coming out the end of September.
This is a key to my longstanding discomfort over Eckart Tolle and all the popular
people promoting “being in the ‘now”.
"Be here now", "power of now" etc. has two aspects to it. The first and main one
is that “being here now” = being aware, connected, and loving life. What life? This
is an insidious trap of a self-generating false happiness whose only purpose is to
keep you in the dark controlled sector. This is also fundamental to the “you create
your own reality” trap. Thus you can be blissfully happy, healthy, etc. to satisfy
the programmed addictions of the human mortal self. To ones higher-self, trueself, etc., this is a prison and those that benefit are those of the dark forces that
continue to function. This is entirely consistent with the larger strategy of the
dark to trap true light, blend it with the dark light and thus control it. The reason
is simple: only the true light offers viable energy. Hence the need for the dark
forces to capture and feed from it.
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Those who advocate being in the “now” usually mean being more fully present.
Some would say that this is psychologically healthy, perhaps in the short run it
may help the human personality to function, but discernment leads one to ask “in
what context”? The the body of psychological, attitudinal “healing” and
practicioners are 99% oriented to achieving smooth conformation to the matrix
world of the dark controllers.
However, there is another component to this "nowness" and that is related to a
genuine vibrational upshifting and the resulting changes in consciousness with
more of your true-self, higher-self, coming to the fore. Thus past, present, and
future tend to blur in to a larger "instantaeousity" and expansive awareness of
other dimensions of existence occurs. In these “pre-ascension” states of
awareness the quality of “now-ness” requires the discernment of the higher-self
to know the difference between the falsehoods and true spiritual growth,
especially when returning to the daily function of your human self.
It is one thing to “be here now” in the sense of “we are here to go”.
“We Are Here to Go”
As true spiritual awareness grows, it is possible to collect as much of ourselves
(plural) as possible, unify as much of our energy bodies as possible, as part of a
larger ascension process. The transformation process also requires further
separating out of the dark light from the true light in our energy bodies and
physicality. Exercising appropriate detachment is an important ingredient to all
this. The “now-ness” associated with true awakening and “pre-ascension” is one
in which you know the difference between the “reality” of the matrix world and
the greater reality of what lies outside of its control bubble.
This raises an interesting question as to the time/vibrational bubble that we are
each developing. I would like to think that we can build such bubbles (and
connecting with others eventually) that are made up of and in alignment with
true creation light, not false creation light.
However, the question for some who are more aware and so-oriented, is what a
“new earth” is to be. This term or concept is already being rapidly co-opted by
the dark. Will it be a re-make of the matrix system in pretty colors and clean
streets, but underneath, nothing has changed? That of course was the message of
The Matrix movies. ... Or will there be a new consciousness and vibrational state
emerging that represents a new humanity for a new earth that is part of true
creation?
Over the coming few years, there is very little if anything that can be done to alter
the course of events by the present matrix controllers, the less energy we put in to
the old matrix world, the more energy we have available for a new earth. It is
about choices and intentions we make “now”.
-ASK
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Re: Being in the "Now" or Being Here to Go? a Draft article
« Reply #2 on: September 19, 2008, 05:36:59 PM tz-US/NY »
Dear GoP
First of all, it is not a matter of “believing in “the “dark forces” -- that is the
province of those who worship the dark side. They are what they are and I
recognize their existence as antithetical to original Creation. Those who do not
see this cannot be convinced otherwise since they are under the influence of what
has seized upon this sector of creation for its headquarters.
For anyone looking for a good overview of the situation and the problems of
transformation, I recommend the article on Bifurcations in the Spring 2008 issue
of Global Awakening News (http://www.pfcn.net/napsum-bul1.html) and related
material in other issues.
What is the “now” moment? Is it the problem of selling ones possessions to pay
the rent or mortgage? Is it endless chemtrailing of skies? Perhaps it is the
pervasiveness of toxic food, water and soil. Etc., etc. Perhaps it is feeding one
starving person for one day while ten more die of diseases created by the powers
that be.
Yes, there are those “now” moments of connection with higher aspects of ones
being, with those of another, enjoying connection with animal or plant
companions, the planet, etc. We need to stay focused on the main agenda of
spiritual growth and liberation.
While living in this world in 3-d there is the pervasive danger of inappropriate
level of “attraction” to physicality and ongoing attraction to pleasant and not-dopleasant allures of the dark matrix world we find ourselves in. This is not the way
things were supposed to be within original Creation. This is not how things were
intended.
So, please read my remarks again. One can be in blissful happiness of being alive
in the now, so to speak. But to what extent is this furthering the illusion of a
world in a fallen state of existence? Consider the physical and social environment
we find our human vehicles attempting to operate in. This is part of the "now" of
the matrix world. It is not healthy physically or spiritually. At present, there are
not enough truly awakened individuations of spirit on this planet to effect the
“miraculous”. My focus of recent times is on the problem of transforming a fallen
world and the clearing of the dark that could lead to the emergence of a new and
awakened humanity on a new earth that is relatively free of all dark influences. I
am not focused on fixing anything of the old. It is “unfixable” as well as not worth
“fixing”.
Yes, there is the importance of tending to daily needs while embodied, and then
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there is the delicate problem of balancing this with appropriate detachment for
those focused on spiritual growth. For those more focused on material success
and functionality, then the illusion of satisfaction with life in the control matrix
can be a useful palliative.
Without applying detachment, then the dominant force of 3-d world will continue
to dominate and hence spiritual growth will be held back.
The "law of attraction" is a term that is now primarily in the domain of the dark.
"The Secret" and certain channelers who promote dark force meme control have
seen to that. “Attraction” has a static and binding quality to it.
“Resonance” has a more dynamic quality offering more than the sum of its parts.
So until this too becomes co-opted, I prefer to the term "shared resonance".
For anyone focused on spiritual growth, the higher the shared resonance via
higher self (true self) becomes primary. This may or may not lead to material
success in the physical world, but then that is not the goal for spiritual growth
and transformation and spiritual liberation.
It is all about choices and intentions. But without adequate discernment and
detachment, all is lost to the growing maelstrom of a social and physical reality
entering a period of profound transformation.
-ASK
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Further comments Re: Being in the "Now" or Being Here to Go? a
Draft article
« Reply #7 on: September 25, 2008, 01:23:33 PM tz-US/NY »
Questions raised in the course of some recent correspondence caused me to get
my copy of the new earth book by Tolle to reference pages I flagged some months
ago.
Having worked with and met a number of people who were in the early “god-selfrealization” process in the 1990’s, I am surprised at the relatively low vibrational
energy conveyed through his presentation (videotaped). This of course makes it
easy for Oprah and the other agents of distortion to weave this into popular
culture.
I was sent a review copy of his new earth book and was disappointed to find that
he fails to distinguish important considerations that I believe to be essential to
“true awakening” in contrast with “false awakening”. (“False awakening” is the
human realm counterpart to that of partially ascended beings who found they
were not free and who were mostly taken over by the dark and so that from an
“ascended” perspective could continue to influence and help manipulate the
fallen sector reality systems.)
First: Failure to acknowledge the domination of a fallen sector by dark forces and
their various agents and those influences on human values. This is an important
clue to many humans to aid in a true awakening.
Second: Failure to distinguish the difference between the fallen sector and
associated “duality” / “polarity” and the un-fallen vastness of Creation that has no
need for such a false dynamic. In other words he does not distinguish between
false oneness and true Oneness.
Third: Failure to identify the nature of the ego awareness relative to the higher
self matrix. As he concludes his book, he promotes egolessness. This is not what
awakening is about.
Fourth: It is a superficial generality to state that each human is an integral part of
the collective human consciousness. In the context of the present day “now” and
in the context of his new presentation of his material, this only serves to keep
everyone bound together. In effect, false oneness and unity.
Overall his psychological perspectives are re-working of what others have
presented better and thus do not represent anything more than a repackaging.
I am left with the question as to what is Tolle really about? As with all new
age/new thought material, initially it can have a positive effect by stimulating
more people to consider something “other” than what has passed as “reality” to
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them. However, it is also well known that the vast majority of these people will
then pursue further input from those sources. Therein lies an important control
mechanism that the dark uses very effectively.
In the present environment everything that is co-optable by the dark is co-opted
– this extends to the programmed internal meme shaping as well.
The changes from the transformational energies are evident but they are
occurring more on the inner, than the outer.
The popular “teachers” and channellers are objectively serving the dark even if it
is not their intent.
My initial essay here was not directed specifically at Tolle, rather at the whole
meme-package. However he is “now” the person who is most identified with this
concept that has been promoted heavily through the new age and its close allies
in the psychological industry.
-ASK
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Re: Being in the "Now" or Being Here to Go? a Draft article
« Reply #10 on: September 26, 2008, 03:04:03 AM tz-US/NY »
This is only a short response as food for thought tonight.
"Egolessness" as mostly described, operationally denies the self, the personality
identity, the projection from your higher self matrix. However the
personality/ego self generally would like to be in on it (awakening) to the fullest
possible extent. Okay, perhaps not all at once, but rather in stages, but I hope you
see my point. “Now” if someone wants to redefine "ego" and the personality self
in a more useful manner...
To advocate egolessness triggers defensive mechanisms at the ego level and the
associated sub-conscious. Why? Because it carries the implied anhiliation of the
ego personality self. Thus the self burrows in deeper. So then you need more
psycho-spiritual processing to coax the personality structures out for a bit, but
then it is only to tell yourself that it has no place. Now that's a fine thing to tell
ones self!
The prospect of joining into a state of oneness with higher self is daunting enough
to the ordinary self ! It does not need or want to be told it has no place and
therefore it must dissolve itself. What an awful thing to tell oneself.
To me, this is one of various faults with so much of what passes as spirituality.
I offer the following: Consider at the highest levels of creation a vast creative
matrix - like a massive neural network permeating creation. Consider that within
this vast network there are levels of individuation - some incredibly vast
collectives, some small scale individuations. (We as human selfs are part of a
collective, our higher self collective matrix.) Also consider that there are unique
perspectives contributed within this vast interconnected creation web. Yet here
there is an overwhelming sense of oneness and yet there is a tremendous
awareness of uniqueness at all these levels.
Uniqueness in the non-fallen sector does not equate to antagonism and polarity
and conflict. This is hard for some to grasp when regarded from perspectives that
reside within dimensional constructs that have been controlled by the dark
forces.
In contrast, there is the false teaching that duality, differences, conflict, yin/yang,
dark/light are essential and necessary dynamics to existence and entire bodies of
intellectual and spiritual-philosophical thought is given to justifying this terrible
falsehood.
Ego personality has a large measure of responsibility for a bodily vehicle that has
its own levels of sentience. This “self” is a projection of the higher self matrix. As
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to whether this personality self is to grow further and perhaps at some point
become as a higher self to some other lower self projection, or perhaps simply
becomes absorbed into the greater self --- these are things that are worked out at
a higher self level.
More on this later.
One last thought on Tolle: he states that consciousness "does not evolve". To me,
this an absurd and ignorant statement.
-ASK
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Further Thoughts on Time and Dimensional Shifting - Being in the
“Now” …or Being
« Reply #23 on: July 30, 2009, 09:33:11 PM tz-US/NY »
Updated and edited August 15, 2009
Further Thoughts on Time and Dimensional Shifting
Being in the “Now” …or Being Here to Go?
by Alex Kochkin
link to August 2009 GA News from which this was excertped
http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/GA%20News%20-%20Part%203%20%20August-2009.pdf
Note: Over the recent few years I have been observing time distortions and
monitoring reports of others concerning these “glitches”.
Comments on the artcle above, “Looking at the Future”
Indeed, the possibilities are too fluid to know. That said, humanity is presently
and in the short run, on a course of major breakdown and changes to the
human/social-economic-political realms as well as the to the planetary/space
environment with increasing levels of “disturbance”. The details are unknown
and the possibilities are complex.
In reflecting on the situation, there is no sense at any level to maintaining
anything of what has led up to the present situation. Thus major “disturbances”
to the physical and social and energetic reality structures will help move the
transformational process along. One way will be the qualities of “pressure” from
lower realms (humans on earth, for example) upon the higher levels of soul-self.
At present, too many humans are reluctant and/or unable to move on in their
evolutionary process. There is the allure of the physical level in general, the lack
of proper knowing at the human level, and the problem of those light workers
who are reluctant to move on because of various well-intentioned but incorrect
attitudes or energetic blockages. (This latter situation resembles a type of
survivor guilt, cross-linked with distorted notions of compassion that result in no
one moving on in spiritual evolution.)
If the present humanity were to morph into a new existence, cleared of much or
all of the old, there would remain the detritus and poisons of the old physicality –
as well as many artifacts from life under the dark control matrix. There remains
the problem of preventing the dark from re-emerging. Given all that is known of
the damage to this level of existence and the state of “the real”, at this point the
course is the breakdown and dissolution of the old. This may result in much
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suffering in the short run, at the human physical and emotional level.
The level of dysfunction amongst humans grows in orders of magnitude. So the
major question has nothing to do with the details or sequencing of events
affecting humans in the near future. The major question has to do with how
humans will exit or transcend the rut in the road they find themselves in. There
are no ordinary human solutions and it is at a non-ordinary (higher) level that
substantive changes will be initiated.
While seeing the most probable future is increasing difficult if not impossible -especially now, there is a larger level of dynamic at play and that has to do with
pressure being exerted from the “as below” to the “as above”. (From the ordinary
human realm to the higher self and higher levels beyond that.) At the higher
levels there is not the sense of intensity of events and the emotional and energetic
effects that are felt in the lower density of human 3d and the response
turnaround has not (until recently) been very coordinated with human earthtime.
Intercession by Time has contributed to some people noticing unusual episodes
of time loops. They weren’t supposed to notice, but some have and eventually
start connecting the dots.
There is a wild card in the scheme of things and has to do with “Time” Itself.
“Time” is a sentiency that is in service to The Creator of All. One of its larger
missions has been to facilitate the winding down of the existence of the dark
while at the same limiting the ability of the dark to expand. This may be a little
cosmically-mind-boggling, but Time has also been intervening on behalf of those
beings engaged in working our “what-if and try-this-out” processes for salvaging
and correcting this part of creation. Just a little more “time” to help avoid an
impending and premature extinction catastrophe, etc. There is also the possibility
in the process of correcting creation that it will be “as if” the dark never existed
and none of the terrible things happened.
Curious.
“The meal is cooked before the fire is lit”
Start of article notes: 2008 Wed. Sept 17 - End: 2009 Wed. July 29
During a very fluid, transformational period of about one year ago, I experienced
a bout of problems synchronizing with the mass consciousness time clock. While
these problems are still with me, now I have a few ways to alter my patterns to
minimize interacting with mass consciousness “real time” and events. (Of course,
coordinating things with a delivery company presents its challenges.)
In my case, there is an effect of a localized time bubble that influences me, and
those in closest relationship to me, in any given context. What was to be a short
response to some questions and comments posted turned in to nearly an hour
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and a half. It takes 15 minutes to pick up a phone, dial a number that is right in
front of me, and leave a message. Logical mind cannot explain this when logical
mind says this should take only 2 minutes. To me it is as if I already made the
call. Occasionally it becomes a practical “unworkability” to get in the car and
drive to an appointment that is expected one hour hence, even allowing for
additional drive time, etc., and having it worked out beforehand on a calendar.
Physical interaction with objects outside the personal time bubble become tricky.
Two hands needed to pickup an object so as not to drop it due to a lack of
temporal synchronization. What happens if your hand passes through a
seemingly solid wall? Or your visual field begins to change and bright prismatic
like “pixilation” occurs? My favorite is coming downstairs to make my morning
coffee. During a series of intense time distortions, it took a bit of focus to
distinguish that indeed I had not had my coffee before it was made. But that was
the experience, numerous times. Perhaps this is a new Zen Koan: “The coffee is in
you before the beans are ground.”
To some people, they would first try to “fix it”. Try to set the alarm clock in ways
to re-mesh with the matrix world. See an eye doctor. This is mistake of socially
ingrained habitutation, of course.
The more it is possible to maintain a “safe distance” from the matrix world order
and mass consciousness time clock (MCTC), the easier it is to navigate existence
that is changing, morphing in this way. Of course, one needs to have simple
strategies to safely maintain what is needed at present for ones 3d physicality.
For example, special allowances need to be made. Simple little things like asking
my appointment to phone me 90 minutes prior to aid and confirm a “temporary”
re-synchonization for a personal meeting. Thus I am still out of phase, but have
some help from the external world to meet me half way and to confirm whether I
will be able to keep our appointment. Upon completing an appointment like this,
a re-merging into the out of phase time bubble occurs –even while driving. If you
are an attentive driver out of long habit, then this is a safe activity. Of course it
may seem like hours pass while driving at interstate highway speed through the
matrix world time flow. Yet you arrive safely at home port. Perhaps earlier than
logically expected, or perhaps not very much later! While I was working on this
article in my etheric word processor, I was driving north to Missoula (the “big
city”). It seemed like the 40 minute drive was taking 2 hours and most of the way
I needed to focus on being present with the driving experience otherwise it felt
like the car would simply slow down to a stop and eventually would be found but
without anyone in it. When I arrived at my appointment, the person I was with
related a curiously similar experience she had only days earlier along the same
stretch of road. Curious indeed.
Incongruous as it may seem with the above comments, the past year or so has
also feels like many long years gone by, given the intensity of what has been going
on at so may levels.
It may be possible to program yourself to enter mass consciousness time clock to
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go to a job and then exit into your own fluid time/dimensional field. (At some
point however, this may become untenable and require more drastic changes to
ones physical existence.)
Not only a matter of time flow, these oddities are indicative of the vibrational
upshifting going on. At some point, there is a necessity to down shift a notch or
so. This is like grinding the transmission gears in your “vehicle” and it can at
times become more and more difficult to “mesh” with the old reality constructs as
well as the vibrational state of those people running at the old clock and bus
speeds. When this becomes painful in so many ways, best not to force the process
since you could find yourself temporarily stuck in the wrong gear.
Hazards of “Being in the Now”
In general, I would say that truly being in the “now” moment is dangerous.
Necessary and so vital, but dangerous. But there are two major facets to this
“now” business. One ties in to the dark side, the other to the light and
transformation.
As the upshifting of our vibrational state accelerates, what was past present
future tends to merge to single point awareness of what has, is and will be.
Initially this can be very unsettling –imagine déjà vu-like moments every day!
But this is a facet of the ascension process –for individuals as well as whole
creation systems.
"Be here now", "power of now" etc. has two aspects to it. The first and main one
is that “being here now” = being aware, connected, and loving “life”. What
constitutes “life”? Without “spiritual awakeness”, human life on earth is at
present an insidious trap of a self-generating false happiness whose only purpose
is to keep you in the dark controlled sector. This is also a corollary to the “you
create your own reality” falsehoods. Thus you can be blissfully happy, healthy,
wealthy, etc. to satisfy the programmed addictions of the human mortal self. To
ones higher-self, true-self, etc., this existence has been an imprisonment and
those that benefit are those of the dark forces that continue to function. This is
entirely consistent with the larger strategy of the dark to trap the Light, blend it
with its darkness, and thus control it.
Those who advocate being in the “now” usually mean being more fully present,
aware, and consciously connected. Sometimes this can be healthy –and certainly
necessary when operating machinery! But if we are also in process of developing
“escape velocity” then “being here now” can have some serious downside of
maintaining the hold of the control system’s on yourself. Those advocating “being
in the now” as a spiritual teaching to follow can be seen as objectively serving as
“agents” of the “matrix” world, even though they may not want to acknowledge it.
I have always had discomfort over those ever so popular people promoting “being
in the ‘now’”. (For whatever you want to make of it, “NOW” also spells “NWO”.)
Yet there is another component to this "nowness" and that is related to a genuine
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vibrational upshifting and the resulting changes in consciousness with more of
your true-self, higher-self, coming to the fore. Thus past, present, and future
tend to blur in to a larger instantaneity and expansive awareness of other
dimensions of existence occurs. In these “pre-ascension” states of awareness the
quality of “now-ness” requires the discernment of the higher-self to know the
difference between the falsehoods and true spiritual growth, especially when
returning to the daily function of your human self.
My sense of time is always that there is no time and thus the “to do list” looks
impossible (too many plants in the greenhouse needing repotting, and the new
water system not hooked up yet. Etc.
My sense of time seems very different than most – it tends toward all now and
simultaneous. So 200 years ago seems like recent history to me, etc. and I have
trouble distinguish 100 years from 10 years from 1 years, etc. Of course I check
dates or years, but my sense of the flow of time is certainly different than most.
Has been now for a while. But this effect is getting more and more pronounced
for me these recent months. Likewise, earlier this year I felt very much as
thought I had already lived this year and was already skiping ahead roughly a full
year. Indeed! I had to tell myself this is spring of this year and there will be no
vege garden if I do not do something about it.
The slow-motion to me is like the ethers become thick. Even ordinary movement
like walking from point-A to point-B can be a challenge sometimes. Especially
since to my awareness the event or action has already happened, or the
conversation already occurred (via inner planes). One person recently called this
“dementia-nal”! Even in engaging in simple tasks, my awareness has already
finished the tasks and so getting things done requires a deliberate stepping down
in vibration to get things done properly enough.
Humor all aside, that is my sense of it. Some of us are vibrationally moving
beyond here, but there is still much of ourselves focused around the old body
existence, so for a while there are these “problems”. So our fields need to
temporarily down shift. Then it is zooming at beyond light speed.
It is one thing to “be here now” in the sense of “we are here to go”. It is another
matter to naively synchro-mesh yourself into the gears of the control system.
Consider this like a “road advisory”.
We Are “Here To Go”
The “now-ness” associated with true awakening and even ascension is one in
which you know the difference between the “reality” of the matrix world and the
greater reality of what lies outside of its control bubble. Awakened “now-ness”
means that all is simultaneous to your awareness and what exists is knowable.
The “matrix” itself is breaking down and will be suddenly unplugging many
people who will at first have no idea what to do or where to look. This is one facet
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of the system-wide breakdown that is occurring.
Some will find what before would have been unthinkable: spiritual growth and
evolution. Others will react with upset and anger and acting out. Some will seek
to take from others what the system no longer provides them with. And many will
become plugged into attempts at a “Matrix2” –an interim measure devised by the
controllers to maintain dominance. One of its main faces will be the new-age/
integral/ new thought/ environmentally-correct tendencies proferred as “real
change”. Even the religions will seem to have an overhaul of top officials --but
their replacements will also be part of the controllers’ system – after all you don’t
toss out such an effective control mechanism as the worlds “great” religion just
because of moral or financial corruption.
The fallen sector is scheduled to dissolve away permanently and the ascension of
humanity is on the table and in process. There are very high levels of beings in
service to God/The Creator of All who are overseeing this now and our own
higher levels of self are getting on board. Unless you are very clear otherwise, it is
best to follow your higher self guidance at this time and find ways to take a more
active role in your ascension process. It is what we are here for and it is the last
leg of the mission for many who came to help with the great liberation.
-ASK
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Crisis and Change - The Self and Higher Self
« Reply #14 on: September 26, 2008, 06:08:03 PM tz-US/NY »
Crisis of Self and Global Humanity – Reconnection to Higher Order
Oneness To add to my previous remarks in this thread, there is also the spiritual concept
of "surrender" to consider - but I must emphasize that this is not "egolessness".
A little historical note apropos to our time: Alcoholics Anonymous published a
non-sectarian book for personal and social healing based on spiritual concepts
developed out of the period of the Great Depression of the 1930’s. Surrendering
to one higher self (their term was "higher power") was a hallmark. While this was
the final and highest step in their programme, AA made it clear that one could
skip most of the intermediate steps to go directly to the highest step.
This represents is the personality-ego-self recognizing that it cannot on its own
“fix” the severe problems it (the ego self) acknowledges it is faced with.
Humanity to a large extent is on a course of the most severe breakdown of its
social ordering and illusion of “normal” reality. Is it necessary to go through the
worst of Dmitry Orlov’s “Five Steps of Collapse”? Of course not. But this is
already occurring to portions of humanity and this has not catalyzed a voluntary
change on the part of the rest of humanity. Consider the possibility that the USA
suffers a combination of natural and man-made disasters. Imagine an economic
crisis of catastrophic proportion affecting the USA during a period of arrogant
and foolish attempts at military conquest resulting in greater social, political and
economic catastrophe. Now add to this the effects of natural disasters of flooding,
storms, cold, earthquakes, and ocean coastal effects – all in the same time span of
mere months. While this will not totally devastate a country of a large land mass
and large population such as USA, it would represent a severe disruption to
reality – even one as perverse as the present economic and political situation. The
question will be then, to what extent will humans reject the old ways and seek out
and develop new ways of being with one another and the planet? To what extent
will people also seek wisdom of their higher nature to better inform their
thoughts and actions?
Humanity cannot “fix” its problems of today since they are totally systemic and
endemic to the dark matrix world order – and thus “unfixable”. While there are
simple cooperative undertakings that represent initial and intermediate steps to a
new paradigm of existence, these can only go so far. Ultimately it is only through
reconnection to higher consciousness, to original Source consciousness, that a
“new humanity” can eventually emerge and participate in a “new earth”.
The dark lords recognize that many will start thinking along these lines and so
they have prepared various ways to advertise themselves as “source gods” so that
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those who seek out reconnection with true Source would become distracted by
sideshow of these false gods. The human powers-that-be also recognize this and
are preparing new facades for their continued rule under various contingencies.
An article titled: The Ultimate Hubris, Essence of the Dark Forces can be found in
the Spring issue of Global Awakening News addresses this (link:
http://www.pfcn.net/napsum-bul1.html ).
I wish to make it very clear that due to the greater level of powerful human
influences on society and higher dimensional malevolent influences, humanity as
a whole cannot be held responsible for the overall situation. The dark forces and
their human spiritual representatives claim that any issue with duality or
darkness is purely due to defects in humanity. This is a convenient way of
avoiding disclosing their true agenda.
The situation that exists and what has led up to over millennia, is what it is. The
fact that humans has nearly continuously opted for the easiest path to materiality
is fundamentally the responsibility of the dark forces. Be that what it is, there is
the inescapable question as to whether humanity is capable of growing spiritually
as a species. This has immediate and longer term implications. At the core is the
extent to which humanity can be cleared of the dark force programming at all
levels of existence. This requires both a supreme effort on the part of original
Source to correct a larger context that continually reinforces this terrible
situation – and a supreme effort on the part of humans to acknowledge and
discern the darkness from the true light, right from wrong, etc.
The surrendering of one’s personality self to ones higher self occurs as the
process of "first contact" proceeds - in this case it is “first contact” between your
higher collective nature and your personality or lower human self.
I liken this to a drop of water rejoining its original body of water yet retaining its
identity.
At this point, much is revealed.
First a few, then more, and then many more. What portion of humanity will
successfully undergo these changes over these coming years remains to be seen.
-ASK
PS
Lest anyone think otherwise from my remarks above, humans do have a
responsibility.
Clearly right human discernment is sorely needed. But without higher awareness,
humans will continue to stumble around suffering from the after effects of
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millennia of manipulations. Thus the question: Once the main of the dark has
been cleared and with the aid of a larger transformational process, then can
humanity grow spiritually to fulfill its greater potential?
-END
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Further comments Crisis and Change - Being in the "Now" or Being
Here to Go?
« Reply #18 on: October 04, 2008, 02:06:54 AM tz-US/NY »
In response to questions concerning my statement:
"There are no earthly or humanly solutions available to a “damaged
humanity”, only short term survival methods to get people through this terrible
period that has begun in earnest. It is my sense that those who can move on in
their spiritual growth and evolution must do so now. It is their duty, not to wait,
not to look back. To look back they will become frozen in place."
My use of strong language was to dramatically make the point.
From my perspective, one core problem is that humanity will do what humanity
will do (and has been programmed to do by the dark at many levels). At its
current level of awareness, humans are not accessing higher spiritual energies.
Until enough of the old ways and attachments are let go of, this cannot happen.
Thus there is some responsibility on the part of humanity and that humans must
acknowledge what is wrong and learn why.
Given the current state of humanity, there are no ordinary earthly human
solutions that can solve the profound problems that humanity is faced with. In
some ways one could say this is a cosmic fail-safe designed to catalyze a portion
of humanity to make a great leap – a state-change.
The impetus and the means for transformational change are extra-dimensional
and extra-planetary. By this I am not referring to an ET “rescue”, rather to the
cumulative effects of incoming powerful energies for a transformation of
existence. This will in turn trigger a resonance response with those most
prepared. The human vehicle is basically sound. But it needs a new “operating
system” – this would apply to the energy bodies as well as the thought-fields.
In response to growing crises of many forms, some humans will form cooperative
modes, some will continue to throw their lot in with the dominant elite, some will
fight the system, and others will focus on their own survival over the greater
good. And some will focus on spiritual evolution as they continue to detach from
the old.
Without spiritual awakening, and given the state of “damage” to humanity, there
will be some short term responses to the growing crises that will help some
people through this difficult period, and so it is possible that humanity can
continue on through the near term decades.
From a compassionate perspective, it is understandable but nevertheless
unfortunate that so many people remain fixated by the pronouncements and
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thought control of the powers-that-be. This is evident by the amount of energy
that people waste on such things as the presidential circus, over the recent
financial legislation, perpetual war, and of course myriad other issues and
distractions such as illusions of social advancement within the matrix system.
From a compassionate perspective, it is understandable but nevertheless
unfortunate that so many people, who probably regard themselves as aware and
knowledgeable, can be so foolhardy as to believe fanciful stories of economic
rescue, claims that there will be no depression, that peace and prosperity are
imminent, and a host of other nonsense.
Given the state of global meme-control too many people still believe the
falsehood that presidents and parliaments make the “big decisions” and that
there really are nations with national interests. The only level at which humans
can initiate change is at a local level, depending on locale and population size.
Local community is going to be the primary social collective unit.
During a period of roughly one decade from the early 1990’s through the early
2000’s there were many opportunities for potential leaders to come forward in
cooperation in aid of humanities’ transition. However, these individuals for the
most part preferred to serve their own selfish interests. Many of these are the
very people who continue to promote themselves as “wise elders” in self serving
new age/new thought videos and conferences and television appearances. In
actuality, these people are creating a new façade for the powers-that-be and the
dark forces, whether they are deliberate in this or just heedless to their perfidy.
Humanity has been so contaminated and programmed by false memes of
contrived religions, of the right of capital and private property, and of twisted
notions of right and wrong, good and evil. It is no wonder there is such confusion
and upset. These memes at overt and subtle levels are significant systemic
poisons that over time can give rise to variations of elite rule over others. And so
how might humanity evolve, if not spiritually?
It is my sense that those who can move on in their spiritual growth and evolution
must do so now. It is your duty, not to wait, not to look back. To look back is to
become frozen in place. The ripple effect of the forward movement will be of great
service as it will free many more who will “take flight” and enter new states of
spiritual awareness that can also inform ones day-to-day existence. The
multiplying effects of the awakening of some, then more, will have a powerful
influence upon even more. It is what could be called approaching “escape
velocity”. This is the awakening.
-ASK
To be continued...
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Re: Crisis and Transformation - Being in the "Now" or Being Here to
Go?
« Reply #22 on: October 04, 2008, 09:32:49 PM tz-US/NY »
Continuation of previous comments on Crisis and Change and
Transformation
First in response to Prometheus’ points, he writes: “You throw out these words
like "spiritual growth and evolution..... duty, not to wait", as if everyone here
knows what those words mean. Frankly, I don't like the sound of it myself. It
sounds new age..ish to me.
In my opinion, the first and only thing we can
"do" is to be as honest and accepting and loving with ourselves as we can and
keep being that and let it lead us to wherever it wills. I don't see any shortcuts
around this 'method' and someone practicing this 'method' will have no sense
whatsoever of forward or backward, spiritual or material, and in fact, cannot
rely on ANY such mindset.” – regards, Prometheus
First, I will rephrase my earlier remarks:
It is my sense that those who can move on in their spiritual growth and
evolution must do so. If you choose this, there is nothing and no one to wait for,
and one cannot look back. To look back is to become frozen in place. The ripple
effect of the forward movement will be of great service as it will free many more
who will “take flight” and enter new states of spiritual awareness that can also
inform ones day-to-day existence. The multiplying effects of the awakening of
some, then more, will have a powerful influence upon even more. It is what
could be called approaching “escape velocity”. This is the awakening.
Further comments:
Bear in mind my “bias” favors spiritual growth and spiritual evolution and that
implies vibrational changes to existence. Those individuals reading at NES
Forums who are focused on spiritual growth and evolution know in general what
this refers to. I say “ in general” since each has their own path, even if they
coincide eventually with that of others in some way.
While there are methods to help focus ones attention and connection to higherself, the main “method” (if one can call it that) is very simply focused intention
upon such connection. This permits one to welcome in the new vibrational states
and such capacity grows as one also detaches from the old states. There is no
“magic formula” to this, and thus no need to spend money on gurus and classes,
etc. For those humans who are not yet complete with their human form existence
and thus choose to maintain ties and attachment to this existence, then, this will
most likely be their focus and therefore spiritual growth would most likely be
limited to a lower priority for them -- until circumstances (or their own higherself intervention) favors alternatives.
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My concerns for future “ordinary existence” are likewise biased with regard to
examining potential ways that permit larger numbers of people regards itself
collectively as “humanity” to ascend to higher vibrational states of existence and
to do so in a manner that is in connection to true Creation. (This distinction is
important since most of those channeled entities who claim to be “ascended” are
either very much “out to lunch” or are heavily compromised by the dark forces so
as to call into question all their “pronouncements” via channellers.
Likewise, without adequate spiritual growth and evolution, humanity will not
likely be leaving this planet to spread a fallen state to other worlds.
Overall, there are three main divisions:
The likelihood of self organizing communities of people at a local level especially,
remains high despite attempts of top down national control. There will be a
primary division between those who are reactive, those who are passive or in
denial, and those who are preferring cooperation. Among those who will be
cooperators there will be a primary split between those who act to restore much
of the old and those who work to create something new. It will amongst those in
the latter category that the notions of spiritual aware society will find some
opening. Amongst a fraction of those in the middle passive category, there will be
those who will be quietly connecting to their higher nature as they detach from
society and ordinary human existence.
In comparing notes with a number of fairly level-headed people who could
loosely be regarded as “seers”, a few things stand out:
*1 Humanity’s existence is most likely going to continue through 2012 and on.
*2 The period from 2012 to 2016 is very difficult to “peer” into. Very difficult.
Best to say nearly impossible.
*3 There is a vibrational differentiation occurring:
*3.a.
- humans on earth working out new ways to be with one another and
the planet
*3.b.
- humans moving into a higher vibrational existence – with and
without updated physical bodies.
*4 These (3.a and 3.b) are not mutually exclusive over time. In other words, over
time, some portion of 3.a humans will begin migrating to 3.b
These comments continue concepts discussed in the Global Awakening News
relative to bifurcations and spiritual transformation.
To be continued…
-ASK
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Ego-lessness ? reply to Koosh
« Reply #23 on: July 30, 2009, 01:22:19 AM tz-US/NY »
Oh dear me , Koosh
Sorry this has taken nearly a year to answer !
Egolessness is a blurry term that means many things to many people. But
generally in the context of spiriutal awakening this has come to mean the deletion
or removal of the personality self. For some it is denial of the self (the 3-d self)
for some it is to sideline it somehow. For some it has been to "indulge it" -certainly not healthy either. All this does is cause internal confusion and internal
conflict.
One source of this distorted teaching can be found in early spiriutal schools that
took in a wide range of aspirants. One of the first things to deal with was to teach
some basic spiriutal psychology. Otherwise the personality "I" was always
interupting with petty concerns and could not give proper attention.
Unfortunately, this got confounded with the modern day dark control side
psychology schools and really gummed up alot of spiriutal teachings.
Point is the 3-d self is pivotal to the changes going on --dark or light side of
things. That is why so much fighting for control around and over humans and
earth for such a very long time (but ending soon I expect!).
The only spiriutal context for the dissolution of the personality self-3d ego self is
in the extreme situation of the absorption of this aspect back into thte soul self.
Certain learning is retained at the higher levels, but there is no more
indiviudation into 3-d. Not until he soul being develops a new aspect to replace
the dissolved one --when/if it so chooses.
The actual dissolution of portions of our greater soul self have been (and are)
being considered as one way to hasten the ascension process. But this a unique
and intimate "conversation" within the soul self and among its parts or aspects
and not presently a general strategy being pursued. (More on this in the
forthcomgin conclusion to GA News)
-ASK
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The Future, The Real, and Timeline Distortions
« Reply #27 on: August 02, 2009, 02:43:39 AM tz-US/NY »
Aug1
Hello!
Since this information is fairly new and we are only now getting the words right,
my explanation here will be brief and will be developed more fully in what should
be ready this coming week as a special installment to GA News.
Skyalmian and GOP, perhaps you could be more specific in your questions?
There is some background on this throughout my comments in NES forums and
in GA News. The Dec 2007 GA News has some articles that touches on some of
this. http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/GA%20News%20%20December%202007%20edition.pdf
There are too few humans who comprehend what is going on at a sufficient range
of various levels of existence. Thus there are many of good intentions who put
forward one thing after another as “solutions” to the problems. This ranges from
insurrection to “free energy” and all manner in between. There are way too many
lightworkers who are unwilling to move on in their ascension –partly because
there are too many narrow (or false) expectations as to what constitutes
ascension –and partly because there are too many whose human selves are still
too engaged/enmeshed with others who in turn are clinging to an existence that
is and always has been based upon falsehoods.
They do not realize that they can both care deeply about others and even help
them make changes – and attend to their own ascension process. And by so
doing, will in fact be of immense aid to others, only it is not in the material form
that those others may be expecting at first. Love and compassion each have a
lower and higher aspect. The lower aspects or vibrations tie humans to one
another and traditionally limited view of what constitutes human existence on
earth. The higher vibrational range can embrace what has been and is, yet is
primarily linked to True Source/God/Creator of All and is able to work on behalf
of the spiritual liberation of all without reinforcing the ties that bind so many to
an imprisoned existence.
///
The comment in the posting from JC concerning the trouble of seeing into the
future articulates some important points. I know of no one who can say what or
when this year everything can be seen to “turn” more obviously toward spiritual
transformation. Sooner than the end of August a few individuals will be getting
some early hints of “things to come”, but even these previews may be “test
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balloons” from our higher levels. I have identified a few of these from the week
following the eclipse as “tests” intended to see how our lower level selves respond
to certain new inputs. So we shall see how this all goes through end of September
or October.
Indeed, concerning the ascension process, no one “has it right” –including me.
However, what I have published is as close to “accurate” to what I can articulate
in writing. I would not have done so otherwise, since I do not want to add to the
confusion and misperceptions. Ascension is a process after all, not a single event,
and it does involve 6 billion or so embodied beings on Earth, most of whom are
not ready with regard to their human selves.
///
Movement and actions are speeding up. Preparations in anticipation of
accelerated and growing human suffering are underway in the higher levels.
There is much going on at our collective higher self levels. Major discussions. We
are anticipating something by September to change/dislodge from and permeate
downwards into 3d awareness. This has come about simply because at our lower
levels we are still unable and or unwilling to move on in our spiritual evolution
due to various circumstances.
To what extent can and will those souls who have direct manifested presences
here on earth as human, etc. opt to initiate major intervention/involvement from
their own higher levels? This is a major “conversation” going on now primarily at
our higher levels. These discussions will do much to determine what is to unfold
in the human 3d level on Earth. These higher levels in turn are in “conversation”
with other beings who are not manifest in human form.
Over recent months, a major re-connection has been growing between higher and
lower levels that involve earth-human densities. This reconnection --to the extent
that it functions --is bringing the higher levels, including our own higher self/soul
levels into greater direct awareness of suffering and pain of their 3d levels and the
temporal flow in 3d. This in turn puts pressure on the higher levels where, until
recently, their sense of temporal flow of 3d has been rather “hazy”.
It is getting to be time to bring excessive suffering to a halt and bring the key
learning from all of this to its highest possible fruition. It was not that long ago
that a high level poll was taken of humanity and most declined to “leave” 3d
Earth, even when presented with the most dire of scenarios. This was
predominately indicative of the habituation to a dysfunctional existence
ingrained over countless generations. It indicated that few humans could
conceive of any other life, no matter how terrible physicality were to become.
Over the past two years much has been done on the inner planes/higher levels to
explore and test modalities of the transformational and ascension process.
Human 3d is very important to Creator of All, as is the clearing and correcting
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creation of the effects of the dark.
Humanity on Earth was intended as a very important focus for the development
of new creator beings and subsequent new creations. Hence the battle for control
by the dark.
The damage done to everything and everyone under control of the dark has been
so extensive, that humanity has been unable to extricate itself using ordinary
human means. While some humans may think this obvious, it has not been so
obvious. Testimony to this is found in countless examples of humans who have
devoted themselves to genuine service to uplifting humanity. Furthermore, the
higher levels were still unable to adequately comprehend the true nature of the
problem within humanity –even when the prison fortifications of the dark had
been taken down. Fortunately, this lack of adequate understanding has changed.
It is at the level of ascended awareness that all that has come before will all seem
to have been “worth it” (although it is doubtful that few beings at any level would
want a repeat of what has transpired with regard to the dark and its terrible
infection at all levels). I hope to address this further in an new article on high
absolution that will be in the concluding issue of GA News later in August
The physical realms, or the lower densities, were never ever intended to be a
palce of grotesquely antagonistic polarities, including pain and suffering and
spiritual imprisonment that has occurred in those regions under the dark’s
control. Physicality and the lower densities were to be experimental proving
grounds in the rapid and concentrated development of new creator beings.
In the correction of creation that is underway, an “as below” physical density
counterpart to the infinite diversity that exists within a greater oneness of “The
All” (“as above”) will be put in place –as it was originally intended.
-ASK
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Timelines, Changing Time, and Reality Changes
« Reply #39 on: August 17, 2010, 01:37:19 AM tz-US/NY »
Timelines and Reality Changes
There is a reality forming for New Earth. Consider this a "reality stream" - and
do not unnecessarily attach "time" as a component.
In the larger scheme of things, the entity of Time set up a large interval of
existence that would eventually assure the end of the dark and to limit the ability
of the dark to contaminate the essence of creation. But from the human
conception, this was at a scale beyond that of Earthly geological time.
Multiple timelines began as a mode to help various larger beings heal and correct
their own errors and damage, and later became something the dark side exploited
to disperse itself and more deeply infiltrate itself. This became one way to
attempt to overcome the “ultimate” end for the dark … the closure of their
existence by Time Itself.
"We are coming into the time/point/apex in which all of these timelines will
collapse into the prime timeline. On each timeline there is an aspect or parallel
of most of the beings that exist on the prime timeline. With the collapse of the
parallels we begin incorporating the many things that our parallel selves
learned or developed in the other timelines. When this happens we will become
aware of many abilities and much knowledge that we were unaware that we
had. This comes from the development that we or our parallel selves built upon.
These will now be ours because even though the parallel selves were apart from
us they are us and we will be whole." - see Update August 1 - link:
http://www.pfcn.net/bulletins/update-aug01-2010.pdf.
This bears upon the experience of those of us who are touching in to the
ascension process. We have to be very aware. Where there is puzzlement or
hesitation, caution over plunging ahead too blithely may be best.
This then bears further upon what a being experiences as emotional imprints,
especially any that are based upon or associated with deep trauma. These can
become back doors that are adroitly exploited by the dark. This would include
trauma that may have led to spiritually high “peak experiences”. This is why I
urge the development of self-referencing. A potent quality of the “new creation”
system is embedded in the simple formulation we presented of “trust, caring,
service” in a greater context of conscious spiritual development and evolution.
There are choice points, bifurcations that occur –not only on the grand scales, but
also at a personal level. These are not timeline changes, they are changes in ones
path of spiritual evolution. Many of us have been marking time, holding our
places for so long, as timelines have been deliberately converged into this “now”
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–a singularity from which all may be properly sorted out. At some critical point,
many bifurcations occur as the bigger changes take hold. But these emerge from
this singularity of now.
One example would be of changing trains –still part of the same “you” –perhaps
you are on an ascension train bound for the upgrading of all of you. Maybe during
a short stop at a way station, you decide to switch to the train that is headed into
the internal unified field. Or perhaps you found a brochure in the dining car
describing something you always wanted to experience … the realm of partially
ascended human embodiment. And so you take an excursion on that train and
perhaps decide to re-embark on your original train where maybe your original
seat was being held for you. One cannot say that any of these simple examples is
better than another, they simply are what they are.
Making up New Timelines? Imagine you have been trapped deep in a vast
labyrinthine prison. Imagine that rescuers have arrived. You are about to go
home. But at some point between your leaving your cell to reach one of the inner
courtyards, someone gets everyone exited about how they are already free and
now can go anywhere or ‘anywhen’ they might fancy for themselves. You can live
in heaven while everyone else is in suffering. Just like that. But they have not yet
“left the building” or prison complex.
Consider that nothing has changed internally for that recently trapped being.
They probably need food and water and good hot shower. And then find out a bit
what is “outside” for them to consider, since after all they have been trapped for a
very long time and things have changed a great deal while they have been gone.
They have no idea what is “out there”, all they know is what their heads were
filled with while in prison. Now imagine that a lot of these recently former
prisoners suddenly go off in individual directions, one for each of them.
Remember, this prison has been the largest, most complicated ever devised.
Many courtyards, many hallways like mazes and mazes of hallways, cells within
cells. The inmates never had an idea of its enormity since they were so
compartmentalized. So just before the moment of their liberation, are they to
scatter themselves everywhere and ‘everywhen’ imaginable, yet they have no idea
that they have still have not left the prison? Why would anyone encourage such a
thing?
Also see August 2009 article on Time, the Future, and Dimensions – link:
http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/The%20Future%20and%20Time%20Distorions
%20-%20Aug%202009.pdf
There is a reality forming for New Earth. Consider this a "reality stream" - and
do not attach "time" as a component.
-ASK
PS:
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This August in W. Montana has felt like slow time. It is now the 16th of August
and feels like we have been moving at quarter speed or slower. So far, this feels
like a month that will never end. The past two weeks felt as though time during
this August (a month of 31 days) has slowed to nearly a standstill. Along with it,
in this part of Montana the weather has felt like an “old fashioned summer” to
quote one of the locals. Warm weather, a little rain, a little lightning and thunder,
nearly chemtrail-free skies. Nearly ideal. Well, not with regard to grasshoppers!
///end
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Truth ?
« on: October 17, 2009, 03:26:44 AM tz-US/NY »
Truth
I recently received an email from a group whose stated purpose was seeking truth
about life and death but they wanted it to be provable and based upon
rationalistic “reason”. Of those they link to are a number of dark force aligned
interests that are about furthering separation of humanity from True Self and The
Creator of All/God/etc. and in emphasizing the primacy of the individual self.
This same evening I saw a broadcast television program that was essentially a
promotional piece for a new book by a popular author named Dan Brown. His
specialty is to supply adventure-mystery stories to feed public intrigue with the
secrets behind secret cabals. What Brown really does is to disclose
inconsequential information to a naïve public while helping to conceal the deeper
and darker truths of those he purports to expose. I also was sent something about
a “declaration for an integral world” that is closely aligned with a panoply of new
age, new world order, eclectism that are without real spiritual connection and
that promote the primacy of the individual above all else.
I mention these items here under “Truth” because what is most missing from all
of the above is connection to higher spiritual existence and The Creator of
All/God/etc. The recent Dan Brown book is essentially a public relations piece for
“Freemasonry” and its emphasis on the freedom of the individual, etc. –one
deliberately devoid of connection to Creator/God/etc. In this context of
separation, there is the imperative of humans becoming gods, but devoid of any
true spiritual Light. In other words, false ascension.
If the embodied forces of darkness wish to succeed, they will most likely do so by
donning the mask of an eclectic “new age”, “integralism” that makes the
individual self primary, along with the power of humanity to be embraced by a
false oneness, under the control of dark forces. This has already been successfully
used under the broad heading of a “common enemy” of global warming or
climate change. This false “oneness” is also being prepared as part of a larger
package that presents an “alien threat”. Whether the “alien threat” card will be
played remains to be seen. This latter point is discussed further in a special essay
in the concluding material to Global Awakening News titled “ET”.
From my comments to the “truth” group: …desire for the real “Truth” is good.
We all can and will "really know Truth", even beyond what globally
acknowledged sages such as Jesus, Buddha, etc. spoke of. Their words at the time
were vectors for a higher level transmission to those around them who could pay
attention in that way. Over time, those word-vectors became garbled through
many interpretations and translations by humans projecting themselves over this
work. High intention and high listening is one way around this difficulty.
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Without spiritual wisdom, the human rational mind cannot properly discern
truth from falsehood….
That which calls itself humanity is now in the early stages of "dying to death
itself" and "dying to the old while still embodied".
Some refer to this as ascension and transformation. It is about experiencing
"Truth and Beauty" from ones higher self perspective which in turn helps to heal
the personality or ego self. From this the personality or ego-self can relax its grip
on a illusory reality that is dissolving and find proper connection with True Self.
Truth is proven to each through a vast inner spiritual realization that, despite
outward appearances, nearly everyone can experience. First they need to turn
their intention and attention to their own higher soul being and to The Creator of
All/ God/ etc. Until that happens, Truth will remain elusive and poor substitutes
will continue to be proferred instead.
As it unfolds at first, it can be very disturbing to some.
There is no need for any external authorities or external proofs once this inner
realization begins. External authorities, even those rare few who speak
proximations of Truth, are external distractions to this process.
Humans have achieved very little by way of "verified" absolute truths. 99% of
what passes as the accomplishment of this civilization is based upon the
application of some basic principles and the systematic enslavement of whole
peoples and planet by forces mostly unknown to most. Take any major events of
global significance. Consider the events of Sept 11 2001. There are those who
believe the official stories and there are those who do not. Of those who do not,
there are many differences. Even if someone were to know exactly who did what
and when, the bigger question remains, what does this event truly mean? If or
when humans come to believe the extent to which this was an "insider job" and
that the official stories are all lies with made-up stories about heroic air
passengers, the pentagon, the WTC, etc., etc. Where is real Truth in all this? How
is it possible that there are humans of such dark motivations to do all these
things. How is it possible that so many people would so readily believe the lies
they were told about these events? How is it possible that 65% of adults in the
USA support the current state of war? What is the greater truth about the
ignorance and somnambulance of so many people today? Consider the greater
truths about the true nature of the global wars of the last 100 years. What if
people really knew "the facts"? Even if they did, where is the spiritual Truth to all
this?
Fortunately, this is now all coming to an end.
All that humans can externally verify is that they can find ways to maintain
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agreement of the nature of a reality that fundamentally is a projection. Once one
can truly see that, then one can then see beyond appearances. Once spiritually so
informed, much more can be accomplished that is "True" at its very nature.
There are other ways to "make things" than by the violence of human technology.
People think that the "science" and practice of stone or metal work is advanced
today, but it is very crude and violent in comparison with a spiritual
consciousness that can speak to the energy and consciousness that constitutes
“matter”.
So if one really wants to know Truth, then this is a path to ascension, nothing
less.
-ASK
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The Self, The Higher Self, The Dark and The Light
« on: August 01, 2010, 02:43:22 AM tz-US/NY »
The Self, The Higher Self, The Dark and The Light
Karen, this is getting to the central problem, today.
Concerning all those teachers, etc. At the core of the work, there is the germinal
material. “Love” and “compassion” as modalities that misdirect everyone to
accept the dark control system and the dark human control system is an example
of a fundamentally flawed “teaching”. Teaching about the true origins of the dark
and the existence and nature of the non-fallen realms is an example of teaching
getting off on a good footing.
One of my litmus tests for spiritual teachers is their understanding of the origins
and dynamics of the dark/evil. There are other “litmus tests” as well. I have said
much about this already so I will not repeat myself more. Among the dark there
are major tendencies as well. One of them is to elevate the human ego-self to
primary and central status. This is a very clever appeal to the ego-self of many
humans, regardless of their implanted beliefs.
Yes, many good teachings have been ground down over time by followers who
lost (or who never had) the original thread. Those of us who have studied many of
these approaches need to develop and use ever-improving discernment filters.
This is not at all easy under the circumstances.
Many 3-d embodied teachers, as it has been with many beings operating above
the 3-d physicality, were manipulated by the dark. Try as they would, try as they
could, their understanding was limited, their ability to penetrate to the truth was
compromised. So even with the best of intentions, there was then the
implementation. Even with the best of implementation, there still was the
problem of how the information and energies would be received and integrated.
If initiating teachers set in motion a system that even in its early days was as
corrupt and degenerate as were ALL the religions, then I for one, must question
the true nature of this source. The human personality self is a distorting filter. It
is affected and infected by its environment. But for these teachers to set
something up like this and not build in safeguards, etc. then they were poorly
qualified as leading teachers, even if they had knowledge of a different creation
paradigm “out there” somewhere. When I trace these back sometimes I find there
was a central truth or wisdom, but it became wrapped in inadequate secondary
teachings and processes. The result was for nought. Then people would argue
over whose interpretation was right or not.
Other situations a dark teaching by a dark agent is found. That usually gets
spread very easily unless it runs in to competitions from another of similar ilk.
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One religion versus another, etc. These are examples of attempts by the dark
forces, or by competing elements, to shift things to further their own agendas.
Very much an Orwelian approach.
Today, we find numerous lineages in India, the USA, all over that are all traceable
to various dark forces infections, demonic like influences, and higher level dark
forces even. It was the higher level dark forces that shaped the various “new”
religions as well as the foundations for the entire “new age” it was a very well
thought out plan to keep nearly everyone under their control.
More importantly, your concerns about the human self and higher self have
mutual “issues” is so much to the point. John and I are discussing this now and it
will be one of the topics included in this new GA:News update.
It is a serious problem that hopefully will be addressed by this next round of
correction energies. The alternative may be more extreme.
-ASK
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Re: Latest “A-List” Update #3
« Reply #5 on: May 21, 2010, 08:11:45 PM tz-US/NY »
It has been an interesting process to witness. You might think that The Creator
might just wave a hand and the being would be replaced, but it has been a
process. Each being comes face to face with the energy of The Creator and the
being then decides if it is best for them and for the new process of creation to
continue in the position that they hold.
Some decide that they wish to continue and are willing to make the changes
necessary to bring forth the new energies of creation to their work and those
beings that they are responsible for. Some decide that they have had enough and
are tired of the attempts to make changes and just want to rest before making the
changes that a being makes when moving into a new assignment or work.
There are very few that are removed by The Creator without their cooperation.
There have been a few but only a few that have been removed. If one does not
wish to cooperate with The Creator and tried to make itself supreme over The
Creators wishes there are steps that are taken. The being is not “destroyed”, it is
moved back to the point of its first beginning, losing its negative parts but also
losing its development. It becomes as a new being. From this point it is placed
where it can do the best work for its level of development.
As to the Earth Mother. This is the second time in the last ten years that the Earth
Mother has moved on. The first time the original had completed as much as it
wished to at that time. She was tired and injured and wished a time of rest. Her
place was held by a being whose purpose was not make changes but to hold the
energies so that the new Earth Mother could come in and reawaken the purpose
of the Earth. This changeover has been happening for over a year and now the
Earth is awakening to itself and is beginning its new growth cycle. It will be
interesting to see what happens on the Earth now.
-JC (John Crawford)
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Ways of the New Creation and "Making
Things" - A work in progress
« on: November 20, 2009, 01:46:53 AM tzUS/NY »

Reply Modify message Remove
message Split Topic

"The human form occupies an interesting potential, intermediate as it is
between consciousness of matter (form) and the consciousness of formlessness."
"Matter and Spirit are different expressions or emanations of Creator. It is in
the human body that there is a living interface between matter and spirit."
"We are not the first nor are we the last of the 'human experiment'."
========================================
Ways of the New Creation and “Making Things”
from December 2009 Global Awakening News
In the traditions of certain early societies, there was an acknowledgment of the
essential “spirit of matter” and thus these peoples would ask permission of the
land, of a tree, of an animal, etc. before changing it to suit their needs, including
killing or eating it, etc. This reflected a limited “proto-knowledge” of the oneness
that permeates creation.
Serious problems developed in the process of extending a portion (individuation)
of soul consciousness through the levels of increasing density. At some point
individuation became “out-of-synch” with the continuous flow of Soul and Source
consciousness and developed in isolation from the greater Oneness. “Self” versus
“oneness” became a dichotomy of conflict. Under these circumstances, true freewill was not possible and was replaced by the falsehood of individual choice that
was readily manipulated by dominant social forces.
There remained the life-giving tether connecting the body-personality to soul
body, but the body-personality was without its own conscious connection to
higher levels and was essentially “on its own” to navigate 3d. This situation was
heavily exploited by dark forces that sought to dominate the light of creation.
(See previous issues of GA:News for additional background.) Many soul beings
looked forward to learning from this experience without knowing its dangers.
Karmic dynamics compelled many to perpetuate this process. One is born with a
connection to greater self and Oneness, then degenerated social forces work to
suppress this connection and emphasize the human personality self as primary
over everything. This dark control meme supercedes nearly all cultural variations
on this planet, religious or otherwise.
There are a number of well-known and widely followed “spiritual teachers” who
advocate that this (the situation of humanity) is “how things are” and some even
say it is “how things are meant to be”. They claim that it was all “wellunderstood” prior to birth that the aspect of soul that lies under the cloak of the
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personality-ego-self would fall into a deep forgetfulness of its true nature.
(Advocacy of such “fine print” clauses with their “caveat emptor” attitude is a
corruption of truth and exists to reinforce dark control memes among the
spiritually-minded.) Some would cynically argue that the “human earth
experience” is the school of “hard knocks” designed to select for only those who
can make their way back to a true state of unity consciousness with Soul Self and
The All. If this were really true, then there would not have been such enormous
sacrifices made by so many beings to enter into this fallen sector to help correct
such a deplorable and spiritually detrimental situation.
Overall, this has led to repeated catastrophic situations in every way possible
regarding all facets of bodily and personal existence. The profound alienation
from all aspects of being has led to catastrophic conflict at all levels of human
existence and beyond.
One of the experiments of the ascension and transformation process that is
underway is to facilitate learning to function both in oneness and individuation
and maintaining human form. Early tests of this indicated there would be great
difficulty for humanity in accepting these changes. At the core of this problem is
the ego-personality-self whose identity-existence is primarily composed of false
memories and false premises. One of the effects of the main transformational
process is the loss of those personality memories. There are also soul-level beings
who would have difficulty with this. Be all that as it may, those who are closest to
this process will be testing the next stages beginning the end of December 2009
and into Spring of 2010. So we shall see how this next stage proceeds.
There are those beings (some with a human presence) who have been focused on
applying the lessons learned from entering lower densities here on Earth and
elsewhere where there have been similar problems. One important concern has to
do with approaching, entering, and working through lower densities using a
gradual process in which there is no loss of spiritual memory, higher level
connections, or abilities –and yet can maintain the desired qualities of
individuation. In turn, this permits the flow of genuine free-will.
As a microcosm, this process eventually approaches those qualities of tendency
toward individuation within a great oneness that exist at the higher levels of
creation and at the level of The All.
At this time, this new work seems to have little bearing on the present situation of
humanity, with its focus mainly with the New Earth and New Creation. This
emphasis is concerned with development of new “creator beings”. As mentioned
previously, this could have applicability to some who maintain a presence here on
this Earth through the major changes.
To understand this better, let us consider a simple example of “making things”.
“Making things” has dominated the human personal-social-economy and has
been as an unconscious metaphor for learning to create at the 3d density level.
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Looking at the human-Earth relationship from the past to present day, it is
obvious what the result has been of a mixture of beings “making things” in the
absence of higher spiritual connection. It is the unfortunate hubris of humans
today to maintain a spiritually alienated existence through computers and
directed energy machines. But this is only a more concentrated form of the same
violence of the rock drill, the crusher, the smelter, the machine tool, etc. Before
the object is even completed, it begins to decay through organic or inorganic
processes that seek to return the substance back to its origins and thus presents
another source of struggle. Eventually they look back and tell themselves stories
about the “greatness” of their civilization based on its material ability to alter the
face of the Earth and organize humans under the domination of the elite few.
There are other ways to "make things" than by the violence of human technology
–modern or primitive. Furthermore, it was never intended at the highest levels
that physical existence in the 3d level would be a struggle of survival and one of
material suffering.
A symbiosis is possible whereby matter-oriented consciousness finds expression
in maintaining or learning new forms in cooperation with light-body
consciousness. In one of my future forwards, there was an entire city that had a
distinctly bio-organic feel to its structures, as if they had been grown or were
growing. I can only speculate now whether those enormous structures were selfmaintaining and coordinated their structuring with the requests of those who
seemed to inhabit the spaces these structures helped to define.
People think that the "science" and practice of stone or metal work is advanced
today, but it is crude and very violent in comparison with spiritual consciousness
that communicates with the energy and consciousness that governs and
constitutes “matter”. The act of mining, crushing, smelting, forming, cutting, and
etc. is a violent wrenching of matter to conform to the unconscious mind-set
based upon a fallen existence. This lack of spiritual consciousness is involved in
the endless struggle of humans against the natural world.
In contrast, there are spiritual approaches to “making stuff” that establishes a
cooperative relationship with “matter consciousness” of minerals, biology,
energy, etc.
Those who contemplate the “ethics” of human technology have often been
impeded by mistaken notions of “how something is used”. Thus arguments were
made that a simple hammer is inherently neutral until used. This is beside the
central point of the inherent violence of its manufacture. Of course, most people
would not consider using a hammer to commit violence, unless it is the violence
of pounding a nail.
The point here has to do with our fundamental relationship with the
consciousness of matter, not the utility of an object or its application.
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This has the most profound implications for spiritual evolution. Humans cannot
be seeking spiritual evolution and continue to support their material existence
through ongoing “conflictual ignorance” of the consciousness of matter and their
own higher nature. The same goes for the consciousness of the cells of the body,
etc.
At the higher vibrational levels, energy can be more readily worked with, and
energetic templates created, and gradually brought down in density. As this
process proceeds, there is no loss of connection to the spiritual essence of the
matter or of those engaged in the process of creating.
All along the way of descending into greater density, full consciousness is
maintained and individuation is developed within the spiritual context of a
greater oneness. In place of karmic “laws” there is mutual responsibility. A few
existence opens up in which there can be individual expression and exploration
within a larger spiritual existence.
This has been an attempt to describe certain outcomes from the greater
transformational and ascension process. In dramatic contrast are the endless
variations of unconscious struggling with 3d matter to support 3d level existence:
the story of humans over millennia. It is done.
-ASK
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Ascension experiences
« Reply #3 on: September 02, 2009,
02:19:44 AM tz-US/NY »

Reply Modify message Remove
message Split Topic

Note: This adds further to my remarks in the August 2009 article “Intervention
from Our Own Higher Being”
(http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/Intervention_GA_News_Aug09.pdf).
Dear Shoedust and all,
It is such a curious time. Over the last month I too have felt it nearly impossible
to project anything of any material plans into any sort of "future". A waste of
energy and pointless at so many levels, exactly. Okay, I would like to swim in the
warm ocean again --and with the dolphins again. And I do have a few personal todo's, but even those are all very optional and with little attachment. Otherwise it
is as if I already know what is coming, but the precise details are still obscured.
There are things I see of the near future that are obviously not 100% certain. But
they are of such high probability that I will be surprised if these things do not
occur as anticipated.
The energy waves that stimulate these feelings of soon-not-to-be-here were very
strong most of this month of August. Often I find this is due to the increased
effects from the transformational process. Yet there are times that I must remind
myself that until I "get the memo" from upstairs, I am here for a while longer,
even if only to maintain some presence in 3d+.
From past and future experiences, it is my sense that for each person, ascension
while conscious and in their body, will be experienced uniquely. In general, there
is a loosening of the moorings to the physical body and a full and open
connection to ones higher aspects, and the higher realms of Light. It is at this
stage that the process bears resemblance to what occurs with a small portion of
near death experiencers who encounter the Light and return to their bodies,
permanently changed.
For some, there will be a shift into a higher vibrational human-like body. For
some there will not be much body form at any level, only an energetic integrity
and tendency toward high level individuation. For some, there will be a call to a
“home” that is very distant from here. Options will be presented and considered.
Some will find themselves as a presence in more than one vibrational and
locational space. For a small portion, there will be the possibility of the
transformation of their human body –they will in effect be able to transcend
ordinary reality while retaining a body. This would be like disappearing in plain
sight or walking through what we presently treat as solid objects. Some will leave
their bodies, and to those in the old reality, it will seem as though they quietly
died. There are so many variations. And there will be options made known
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depending on circumstances beyond our 3d level of existence.
To say the least, it would be presumptuous to state “this how ascension is to be”
and thus fabricate a false “standard” for people.
Also I wish to make clear that I make a distinction between those whose
ascension experience is triggered first by the death of their physical body --and
those who are alive and well in the physical body while having a conscious
ascension experience.
-ASK
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About All those Global
Meditations
« on: October 03, 2009, 03:11:14 AM
tz-US/NY »

Reply Modify message Remove message
Split Topic

NOTE:
A more complete article discussing this in the larger context is posted in the
ARTICLE section
http://newearthsummit.org/forum/index.php?topic=1023.msg4404#msg4404
This thread however can be used for comments on it.
-ASK
About All those Global Meditations
Every week there are at least a few announcements in my email from wellintentioned, but naïve people calling for coordinated meditations, usually in
reaction to whatever the latest crisis may appear to be.
Now that there is some consensus of short term predictions as to the likelihood of
specific wars, economic catastrophe, food shortages, planetary changes, etc. the
question has been raised whether humans via mental attention can influence
these very likely events or processes.
Let’s take a look at some of the spectrum of current global meditations:
· For peace = by implication against war. But to what end? To perpetuate more
of the same of a civilization based on falsehoods and run by
an insane parasitic class?
· Specifics such as not to bomb Iran = by implication then is to support various
political-economic interests that are themselves questionable.
· Or sign some peace treaty = that by implication may facilitate future wars.
· Against economic depression/for economic prosperity = more consumerism
and capitalism
· Against major storms = where will the energy go?
· Against major earthquakes = how is the planetary energy to adjust?
· Or nice sounding vague ones like imagining a “better world” = 7 billion people
imagining something based on a limited awareness and
knowledge emanating from an externaly meme-programmed ego-personality.
· Then there are those coordinated meditations run by various researchers and
organizations that all sound warm and fuzzy with their
talk about “consciousness” and “love” but that the main support comes
mostly from the dark side. Their “research” results are
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watched by higher levels of filtering on the dark side who are more interested
in attracting and testing various potential subjects for
recruitment to something not so warm or fuzzy. OR for testing various novel
meme-engineering methods via psychotronics, etc.
· Then there are the benefit concerts, which “benefit” the record companies and
celebrities and waste a lot of time and energy of
well-intentioned but usually very naïve people.
· It is also safe to presume there are numerous demonic/satanic cases, few of
course attract publicity. And of these there are those that
masquerade as new age events.
· …And let’s not forget the major religions and their official holidays. These are
also reinforcement of their respective ideologies and policies,
including those wishing death to all those they consider “infidels” – as well
as reinforcing “staying with their own”.
At some point, I am sure there will be one about meditating to stop a pole shift,
etc. (Seriously!)
If this sounds a little crazy to you, perhaps that is because it is crazy.
How is it that human monkeying around from limited awareness is going to lead
to anything, except mutual cancellation or some form of see-saw psychic struggle
that reflects social material life and is yet another avenue for dissipating what
nascent spiritual energy there is?
The only thing that could make any sense would be a prayer/meditation
(ongoing) for true spiritual awakening and true spiritual evolution in accord with
The Creator of All and the desire to be truly guided by higher self.
-ASK
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Ascension, Memories, Dying and
Death
« on: September 02, 2009, 03:29:50 PM
tz-US/NY »
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NOTE: This is to start a new thread on focused on memories and death and
dying. There already are other threads on ascension experiences and process.
-ASK
This posting was prompted by a recent post at another forum and the recent
receipt of essays from a new correspondent on ascension and death.
“Death and Dying and Ascension”
(See article on ascension and our various “selves”: “Intervention of Our Own
Higher Selves” at link:
http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/Intervention_GA_News_Aug09.pdf .)
The topic of death and dying is coming to be more and more important as
humanity nears the end of imprisonment by the lower and higher level dark
forces and many people –spiritually inclined or not –will be questioning their
existence as embodied “individuals”.
What is most important is whether one is sufficiently “complete” at the
personality level –this requires a depth and honesty in conducting self-review.
One can call upon their other aspects (higher self) to aid in this process –for
many a simple and clear intent will suffice. This should be at the center of
everyone’s attention, but alas, there are no countries in the world where
humanity has a society/culture based upon true “civil spirituality” - only in rare
and protected enclaves here and there. "Unresolved issues", wish--lists, etc. can
be resolved –and done so consciously while still embodied. This also facilitates a
conscious ascension process.
Over the course of humanity’s brief existence on Earth, there has been an
accumulation and compounding of impossibly tangled “unresolved issues”. I
liken this to an accumulation of pollutants in the eco-system of the planet.
Eventually the interactions and build-up of residues and increasingly complex
interactions results in the practical impossibility of ever clearing the
environment using ordinary human means.
If so many souls and their respective aspects have been so affected and infected
by virtue of becoming trapped within a fallen sector of creation, then how can it
be said that this is all the “fault” and “responsibility” of “humanity” to “clean up
its act”? While there are personal and collective events that do and will require
specific attention and accountability at the higher levels, overall, there is no way
that souls can clear up this situation simply on their own. Some sort of grand
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system reset is required.
Physicality/lower density has never ever been intended by our higher nature or
by God/Creator of All to be fraught with so much suffering. Never. It is a
profound and terrible falsehood that is taught by so many religions and spiritual
teachers: suffering and polarity with the dark is all a natural process of creation
and conscious existence. Not!
There is also the matter of reconnecting with ones higher aspects. Where are
things not complete? Perhaps the answer is simply in the self-assessment and
new realization. Consciously leaving and moving on in spiritual development and
staying conscious in the process is what is most important.
Over the coming few years, countless millions and millions of people will be
wondering to themselves “if it is worth it” –that is staying here, embodied and
suffering under increasingly stressful physical and emotional conditions. Are all
these people to be “forced to return” by some vague “karmic laws”? For one
thing, the “law of karma” is a distortion in itself and eventually became used to
maintain the dark control. It is so unfortunate that so many religions and
spiritual teachers have had a role in perpetuating this.
I do not agree that one is “forced” by some karmic law to return again and again
to finish certain lessons. This perspective is based upon a limited and clouded
understanding of the higher order control matrix that has been under the dark
control for so long.
The “wheel of karma” is being deleted. A form of “high absolution” is prepared to
coincide with this period we are in. The resultant “grand reset” coincides with the
clearing and resurrection of this fallen portion of creation and all beings who
have been mired in it. This is the basis of a “new earth”.
We are now living the end of the old world and the old ways –the end of “modern
civilization” as humans have been programmed to think of themselves.
Humanity as a whole has an “appointment with destiny” –one way or another.
This is an ancient promise that will find its resolution soon.
Imagine that those who consciously shift into ascension mode could assist in
lifting the pain and suffering that spirit expressed through humanity has
endured.
Imagine that all that has gone before, all suffering, pain, and misery of prolonged
isolation from Source and prolonged enthrallment under the Dark Force. All
gone. In a moment or nearly so, those experiencing conscious ascension -embodied or not –come into a profound Realization.
-ASK
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PS
Initially, we are asking that postings from non-members be submitted as email to
newearth@newearthsummit.org . NES forum has slowly been opening up to new
members after it was closed down following a period of hacking and problem
postings.
PPS
For a more in-depth discussion, see
http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/GA%20News%20-%20Part%203%20%20August-2009.pdf these article in turn provide additional links.
///END
Received from a recent correspondent:
Your stay in the earthbound consciousness will become shorter and dimmer and
gradually, you the dreamer, will begin to lose your identity with the dream:
while in turn, each stay on the shores of the transcendent realm will become
longer and to begin to have more reality than the dream you are leaving. When
that occurs all sense of fear will have slipped away, for by now you will have
realized that there is nothing to fear; then there will occur a quiet and peaceful
“let go” of the dream life which you had participated in. -Brigitte Arora
///
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New Age “Pop Ascension” - Under the
Tutelage of the Dark
« Reply #4 on: August 14, 2009, 02:23:09
PM tz-US/NY »
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New Age, “Pop Ascension”
During the period of the mid-`1980’s through mid-1990’s there was a small
portion of spiritual-evolution oriented individuals waking up to God-selfrealization and Divine Mother. It was also during this period that the darkside
began to position and promote teachers of false ascension and their wares. Since
these people appeared to offer something more “exciting and glitzy” than the real
teachers, tens of thousands of ascension-oriented lightworkers flocked to
workshops and seminars. Some fell into under the influence of some very dark
gurus and their cults. While some of these “new age” teachers did not realize it
(and some did know), they were objectively working under the influence of the
dark forces who anticipated the period we are now in. Some of these teachers
started out with good intentions but came under the influence of the dark, some
began these “careers” already “under the influence”.
Since they had the support of the dark and developed more “polished”
presentations, these false ascension teachers became highly successful in
attracting followers and financial success. Since relatively few aspirants had the
material freedom to join cults run by dark gurus, it was far more effective to get
tens of thousands of lightworkers to give themselves over to the dark via various
practices. Typically false teachings centered around various postures, mudras,
thought projections, and geometries that were oriented, like computer ports and
cables, to the dark control system. The teachers of these practices develop an
intriguing and eclectic package of “stories” based upon limited knowledge of
ancient history. Thus they could create an aura of legitimacy and “authenticity” to
so many who had no way to tell the difference.
A wider group that began under “new age” and dark forces guidance would be the
corruption of various spiritual teachings and their re-packaging as “Integral”.
This has been positioned to appeal to the more materially successful and
mental/intellectually oriented people. It is being positioned now to move into
mainstream --if and when the powers-that-be deem it convenient to put on such
a veneer to continue their pattern of enthralling their constituent populations by
maintaining their own imprisonment.
The result of all this was to distract, misdirect, and siphon the energy of so many
spiritual aspirants with practices that offered small gains to these followers in
exchange for their locking their energy into structures and patterns were under
the control of the dark. There they would be parasitized on by the dark. A larger
group of spiritually-minded were kept “enthralled” by the dark through
falsehoods and distortions spread through channelings and false information.
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This continues to this day and is an important factor in understanding why
millions of lightworkers remain so unaware and disconnected from higher self
and true Source.
This is one reason why we have made such a point of explaining the human and
higher facets of the nature of the dark forces and the problems of falsehoods and
meme-engineering used control humanity.
When one considers the tens of millions of people who are truly spirituallyminded who are under such influences and the control that the various religions
have over hundreds of millions of people, then it is easier to see how serious the
present “log-jam” is in going to the next stage of liberating humanity and
advancing spiritual evolution and ascension.
Hopefully this brief recapitulation has provided further appreciation as to why
this problem is now the focus of our own higher levels.
-ASK
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Cosmic River of New Energies - The
Transformational Process
« on: October 31, 2008, 12:55:39 AM tz-US/NY
»
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This past week I awoke to see the "flood" of a cosmic river of high energies, like a
vast braided watercourse moving very close, through the human higher self. I
will try to provide a better description next week. Meanwhile, here are some
notes:
In recent weeks I have been noticing an aqueduct of corrective energies
emanating from the highest levels of Source and now -- after much difficulty
getting through – it is flowing within levels of the human higher self. It carries
new “operating system downloads”, complete with “anti-virus”, “anti malware”
and other codes – and the power of Divine Grace and Absolution. The Absolution
factor is very important in helping a larger measure of humanity “make it “
through the process and not become mired in shame and blame that comes with
only a partial understanding.
This cosmic correction current is being processed through the higher self,
clearing and healing the higher self, and then downloading into the human
personality self to proceed in the clearing, healing, and anti-dark “inoculations”.
The dark forces have been severely limited and they are very much not pleased by
this and are engaging in new ways to sabotage this process. The backlash from
them has been horrifically terrible and is most likely the source of much of the
recent reports of psychically sensitive light workers coming under psychic attack
etc.
Regardless of the counter efforts by the dark, it is expected that this will lead to
transformational breakthroughs noticeable by those more aware and likely be a
subject of discussion come mid-2009 by those closest to this process. It is my
sense that this is the near-to-next to last level of the transformational process
that we sketched out in GA News (see p 19 of link - 800kb PDF
http://www.pfcn.net/Bulletins/GA%20News%20%20Spring%202008%20All.pdf ).
I have been waiting to see where this process would wind up. So now at least
some good indication!
This is partly the basis for my assertion that each person will come to know more
of who and what they are and in this way be properly informed by their true
nature as spiritual beings. They will also lead to rediscovering the freewill that
has been their divine right and that has been suppressed for too long.
Meanwhile, there are 6+ billion humans who will be behaving as humans will
behave (and are programmed to behave) and it is best not to get too involved in
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what is likely to become a major fist-to-cuffs over the coming months and coming
year or two.
Since it is now in the realm of our higher selves, It is as if the battle has now
moved to our front lawns and door steps. If what I am aware of is any indication,
it is going to be a very challenging time for people.
-ASK
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Fluidity, Suspension, Pending
Decisions
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7-28
Fluidity, Suspension, and Pending Decisions
We will be expanding on this at length in the forthcoming conclusions to GA
News. For now, I wish to say that much seems so up in the air because it is.
There is a greater flow occurring from our lower self to higher and a
corresponding one between our higher and the higher levels of creation. The
most important one (to us that is) is facilitating a greater sense of urgency, pain,
and suffering from human 3-d to our higher levels where time and events have
less effect and impact.
This is partly to create a situation that effectively applies pressure to our higher
levels thus compelling greater attention and in due course, decisions as to what is
next.
Each soul is coming in to greater conversation within itself over its own situation
and decisions relative to ascension and transformation. This implies more direct
communication between our higher and lower “beingnesses”. It has been many
thousands and thousands of years, just a little longer...
The main thing is what seems to be discussion at our higher levels --amongst
"themselves" at the higher levels on behalf of the greater soul-selfs. By way of
rough analogy, they would be like god-parents with oversight on the children in
the realms of density. The children are not capable of action at this time in their
own sphere and are reluctant and unable to leave their toxic "garden" of earthly
delights and torments. Hence the need for a little higher influence of the
situation. Now that the problems have been fairly well uploaded, it seems we will
be seeing some outcome by mid-September this year –or sooner we can hope.
I suspect that the spate of discussions over major planetary disasters of the
cosmic nature that have been circulating since the eclipse, reflect some of this
and are serving as a "virtual collective focus group", presenting for evaluation the
notion of some extreme changes that could be on the horizon.
In the human realm, surreality continues for those who taking note of the twisted
and totally contradictory reality perspectives being projected. Cognitive
dissonance is one term for this. This is not healthy diversity in a greater unifying
field as is the case at the levels of God consciousness among The All. This is
severe pathology of a dysfunctional existence (“civilization”) that has gone on too
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There will be no restoration of human civilization, there is nothing to restore.
There will be no economic recovery. There will not be a sudden democracy
appearing amidst the manifestations of darkness masquerading as “nations”. This
all must end. We can only ask that it be a relatively gentle ending, and not a
seemingly endless horrific nightmare.
We can also take a more conscious participatory role in developing ways to be
truly and 100% “complete” in our human existence so as to help dissolve the
bonds of a pathological attraction to what has passed as human existence on
earth. We can look within to our lower and higher aspects to help with this
process and thus become conscious participants.
The projection of our greater soul selves into the density of the lower levels is part
of the great learning and experimentation process of creation. But it was never,
ever supposed to become hell under the control of the dark at so many levels.
Physicality, 3-d and related lower levels are vibrational states that were to offer
much by way of rapid evolution of potential creator beings. It was not be a realm
of conflict and polarity and torment. And it certainly was not intended to become
a central “nest” for the dark.
At the level of The All, there is immense, infinite diversity and differences, but
not conflict. For many at the human point of view, this seems an impossibility. So
humans have all manner of charlatans running nearly every brand of religion
possible, all teaching them same lies and falsehoods, thus showing how depraved
the fallen state became.
This is all changing. The question is how to do this in a way that will bring along
the greatest possible numbers in the most conscious manner. Eventually, nearly
everyone will “get the memo” and want to come along!
-ASK
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Ultimate Hubris: The Essence of the Dark Forces
Note: This is an extract from the forthcoming GA News that seemed timely to
release now -ASK
There is a vital and mysterious partnership between original Source Creator and
the Great Unmanifest. This could be regarded as a very high level counterpart to
the concept of Divine Mother and Divine Father principles. Rather than rely upon
the sacred relationship that original Creator/Source has with the great
Unmanifest, a “notion” was expressed at a very high level of Creator Beings to
encapsulate the totality of the creation process into a new “whole separateness”.
This new separateness eventually grew to challenge creation and sought to take
control over the energies of existing creation.
Somewhere in the process of original Creation (true Source, etc.) -- there was a
projection of the “notion” of giving birth to a possible high level co-Creator, but in
this process, a “flaw” occurred, how exactly this came to be, we cannot say in any
meaningful way. One could be generous and say that some “wires got crossed”.
Perhaps this occurred in the process of trying to separate or project out a portion
of Itself – like a type of mitosis -- so that it could experience more of Itself from a
new and unique perspective. Somehow in this process there came to be another
“notion” that the entirety of the creation process could be encapsulated and
controlled from this new creation entity. It was this that gave rise to what we
term today, the dark force, a distortion of the creation process that implicitly and
explicitly carried within it impetus to identify itself as the center of creation.
Implicitly and explicitly it was separate from and even opposed to Original
Creation, especially since Original Creation or true Source sought to recall and
correct its mis-creation. As a high level Creation Being, this new dark force
“thought” gave rise to rapid process of projecting out an entire creation hierarchy
to implement its initial impulse – and further developed variations on this theme.
While the mistake was recognized as such, and the initial beings involved ceased
their creation process, the damage had been done as something has been set
loose that only now is being corrected, cleared and Creation gradually being
inoculated against this from arising again. However since the creation process
has holographic-fractal-like qualities, the basic impulses were conveyed to
myriad worlds and levels of existence, and a fallen sector of creation began to
consolidate these tendencies – and Earth is in that sector. At the simple 3-d
human level, this resulted in a severe infection of the basic “operating system” of
most humans and became like an out-of-control cancer.
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One hallmark is that the Dark promotes itself as the center of creation and thus
translates itself directly to the primacy of the individual, individuality, freedom of
the individual, and emphasis on serving self. This then gets reflected back to the
dark source by a collective of individuals who, in the case of humanity, then extol
the primacy of humanity over all life on earth and eventually tries to project itself
to the stars with itself and its representatives as central. Eventually those living
under its dominance lose all memory of true Source or Original Creation and
even lose their “call home” internal “locator beacon”. Eventually all that is known
is the false creation of the Dark. The concern and regard of Creator for the
situation in the fallen realms has been such that with much persistence, it became
possible to reconnect with those residing on Earth and in similar situations. The
transformational process described in this issue is one measure in correcting the
situation that developed here over such a long period of time. (These topics are
explored further in Part Five of this issue on “Origins”.)
This also applies to the notion of 7 billion people “creating their own reality”.
That is where the dark nature of this can be seen more clearly. The perspective of
the false light often makes popular sounding appeals for new converts by
advocating individual freedom from oppression (on Earth) and advocating that
everyone is equal to “god” or is a mini-god in their own right. Ascension ,
oneness, global awakening, world peace, Christ consciousness, etc., all are fair
game for the dark as they co-opt and turn everything they can to their advantage.
The goal of course is to win “votes” and converts to false creation. This is a false
reality where everyone is “free”. The catch is they are ultimately dead-ended by a
vast control matrix that siphons off their energy. This is the dark control matrix.
One key to understanding this is that it is presented as individuals as sacred,
individuals as central, individuals in separation from the light of True Creation.
Separate from direct knowing and re-connection to their true Source.
Amidst all this is another falsehood, that of voluntarism, which misleads people
into thinking the individual can triumph with enough effort. Further extended to
humanity, this leads to a greater hubris and falsehood that on its own humanity
can solve its problems and eventually reach the stars and beyond. The mixture of
miasms that define the parameters of social beliefs and ideas serves one purpose
only: to reinforce the prison of illusion used by “the powers that be” as a key
social control mechanism.
Certain forces would like nothing better than a planet of 7 billion inhabitants
worshipping false gods and false creation and all the while celebrating how free
they are. Such an environment could even be relatively free of pollution and
everyone would be “happy”. Devoid of connection to original Source of creation,
true Creation, people would be participating, happily, of course, in re-building
new prisons within prisons that they would happily maintain. This is an
important goal of the powers that be (TPTB) and an outcome of its ongoing
twisted social meme-engineering.
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Liberation of the spiritual beings who are presently overly self-identified as
humanity involves a major sorting out and that implies major bifurcations and
different vibrational reality streams. Out of these bifurcations, the experiment of
humanity may develop a durable stream that continues on to give birth to a new
stage of evolution that can set the adventure of spirit and matter on a new course.
Evidence for this is here on earth now.
As humanity discovers that creating a new reality can only be done through
humility and gratitude in concert with the ultimate “higher power” – that being
original Creator – it will then come into its true power as spiritual beings. This
will also be return to true Oneness.
~~~
-ASK
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Life, Death, Ascension, and All Around and In Between
Well, this should be a lively topic for some.
Traditionally and to this day, it has been generally assumed that ascension means
leaving your body behind. Even this seemingly straightforward statement is
loaded with myriad implications and problems however.
To me ascension is broader than what many may think to be the case. Some
ancient instructions on ascension that survive (motly) to presentday were to lead
to the initial stages of the "energetic decompiling" of the physical body -one term
by one translator was "vaporizatiopn". In addition, there are certain “Tibetan
Buddhist” practices that refer to the conversion of the physical body into the
"rainbow body" (of light). In certain metaphysical circles there is the shift into
light body and then some of the contemporary lore begins to sound like the
“rapture”.
Usually your body dies and all your consciousness goes to another
level/dimension of existence - perhaps to a higher dimensional body/form or
perhaps more formless.
Perhaps this was true way back whenever. However things are a bit different now
and so I think the concept of "ascension" requires re-definition.
Some major circumstances that are different now that did not exist in the “good
ole days” would include a planetary ascension (alternately described as access to
a higher dimensional Earth). Also, there is the not so small matter of the direct
attention of original Source Creator. So that’s a big one. And then there the
simple fact of a numerically large number of people who are ascension oriented. I
would include in this a broad grouping of both religious and non-religious people.
There is the body evidence for the transformation/translation of the body and
consciousness into a higher order of existence –something that has been hidden
for thousands of years.
So what if there were a significant number of individuals all over the planet who
were like electrical interfaces between the highest levels of god-force energy and
consciousness and the planet and the “surface” energy envelope that interfaces
with a large portion of humanity? Hmmm, this poses an interesting situation.
A write-up of some of these notions will be included in the May (yes it is coming)
issue of GA News.
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So one question is whether the physical form is transformed/transmuted and
ceases to exist in this 3-d reality as a demarcation of ascension.
I think the possibility of a reality split is significant enough to pay attention to.
What if a large number of people over relatively short period of time shifted into
to the next stages of ascension? This possibility seems on the agenda for this year
and next, etc. What I am aware of is the possibility that there will be those who
remain embodied for a awhile at least and are walking around in an ascended
state of awareness. Some, not all, would likely have new abilities, depending on
what their new job descriptions would be.
How these individuals will in turn affect other humans remains to be seen. This
has not been done before.
-ASK
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Posted on behalf of John
New earth
There is an event that is happening now that is changing everything. When I look
out I see the white light everywhere. It is very subtle and at the same time very
profound. I do not know the full extent of the change but we both have noticed an
interesting effect. We recently went on a three day trip and when we returned
everything looked ‘new’. The road that we were traveling on to return to our
house became new, as if we had never traveled on the road before. It is a road
that we have driven many times but this time we noticed many things that we had
never noticed before. It was as if we had never traveled on the road before. We
noticed it independently and only put it together that it looked like a road we had
not traveled on before when one of us commented on this and the other was
experiencing the same thing. This was also true when we came to our home. We
had to start moving things around to fit the new energy that was coming in to our
home.
We think that this will be true for all of the Earth, that everything will start
becoming new. That we will look at where we are and what we are doing and we
will begin the process of changing ourselves and everything around us to fit into
the new energy coming forth.
It is an interesting world that we are being birthed into. Hope to have more info
about this as it unfolds.
-jc

Re: from John C - new earth - white
light
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Verrrrrrry interesting.
Since the world will continue to unravel as it has been for the short term
foreseeable future, this seems more like the “vibrational differentiation” being
noticed.
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Those who are already in a significantly higher vibrational state will notice this
first since their awareness is that much more enhanced.
Additionally, there is the raising of the overall vibration of the planet, etc. so
enhanced awarness will more readily notice enhanced surroundings.
-ASK
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Choosing Awakening
By Alex Kochkin
The following is excerpted from the current issue of GA News that is currently in
process.
Our focus here is not to discuss details of a period of quiet awakening, rather it is
to provide more of a frame of reference for the free-will/choice problems of the
present day.
In the late 1980’s and through late 1990’s there was a mini-awakening –many
referred to it as “god-realization”. It provided a strong connection with “Divine
Mother” and to a lesser extent, “Divine Father” –both emanations of true Source.
A high commonality was the opening up to a high vibrational awareness and
integrating it into ones awareness and life. Individuals who were close to this
process tended to notice one another through shared resonance and personal
connections. They shared notes and informally supported one another’s process.
There were a few teachers or healers who helped facilitate this eclectic and
somewhat ad hoc process. This helped connect a new “ground crew” for what
would prove to be something of a “long haul” to the present time. Some were
“walk-ins” whose time had come to “wake-up” and/or who had been through
profound near-death-experiences. All shared a common focused intent: to extend
and expand connection with the Divine Mother and energies of Creation and all
that may entail.
No one spent energy discussing how to manifest money, sex, fame, or power. In
fact no one in the informal networks of people encouraged such distorted
banalities. The “teachers” were more like a handful of local or traveling
individuals who had their own powerful awakening realizations and over time
found ways to share something of what they had connected to. It was never about
them nor about any methodology --it was more like an ad hoc process of
addressing the major concerns and energy currents for those most in resonance.
When these itinerant “teacher/facilitators” were considering showing up,
someone would arrange a simple hall and the word would go out –30 to 60
people would usually come. The fees were “exorbitant” –usually a voluntary
donation at the door! Someone would bring some flowers to decorate and the
proceedings usually tape recorded for everyone’s convenience. In addition there
would be others who would find one another through an invisible higher
resonance. Meeting others of like vibrational states was of enormous help to
people as they tried to integrate more of the energy and awareness, especially for
those who had been essentially alone during their initial “awakening”.
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Out of this eclectic and spontaneous “god-realization” milieu there came many
direct realizations of higher truths. One of these could be roughly described as
“what really matters is what you choose to matter”. This was not about falsehoods
such as self-centered “voluntarism” or worse. Indeed, within the true realization
process was early training to access and utilize ones true freewill. This was very
important since nearly everyone’s divine birthright had been hijacked by the dark
forces and already it was clear that the so many of the so-called “lightworkers”
were for various reasons inaccessible by the true light and were unable to find
their way to “call home”. Another higher self realization could be described as
“unity within diversity”. This was not the sort of false unity that is bantered about
in most new age/new thought circles. In contrast to “choosing” from the hubris of
illusion of being “educated and informed”, the matter of a higher choosing was
made by the human personality from within the greater context of connection to
higher self.
~~~END
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Thank you AO for sharing your thoughts on this. These are important questions
for all of us.
I wish to proffer an alternative perspective here: I am very familiar with empathy.
There are facets to this that are really not necessary or healthy. One aspect is the
matter of necessary personal energetic boundaries. Emphasis on empathy can
readily lead to a serious problem in being overwhelmed by strong emotions of
others.
Speaking for myself, I do not want or need to be overwhelmed in order to feel
some connection to humanity. Yet I can and do feel what is coursing through the
collective awareness. It takes a bit of work to find an appropriate dynamic of
detachment so that one can be aware of and touch in on the human collective.
(This also applies to situational dynamics with individuals or small groups.)
As we all wake up to our true selves, our higher selves, we do not need to "walk in
someone else shoes" - this is too close to either self-interest ("there for the grace
of god go I") etc., or it serves more to hold us back ("no one left behind" or "we all
go at once or no one goes"). These, as do distorted teachings of compassion,
serve more to keep everyone enslaved and tied to "the system". As I wrote earlier,
this is also a variant on "survivor's guilt". So unless someone is a pathologically
dissociated, it is not necessary to cultivate empathy in order to find right
connection with life, creation, and humanity.
Those who move ahead in their spiritual evolution, and who can be seen as
examples of liberation from the "matrix world" provide enormous courage and
encouragement to countless people. Freely sharing and aiding them to take those
steps for themselves will move the proverbial mountains.
I recall that when the Dec 2004 EQ and tsunami occurred there were two notable
reactions among “sensitives”: one emphasized empathic pain and grieving by
people who were nowhere near the epicenter and who had no direct personal
connection to those most directly impacted by those physical events. All they
focused on was loss of life, etc.
There was another reaction or awareness however, and that was to connect to
those who were no longer constrained by physicality and were experiencing joy
and liberation associated with their new freedom. They too (those no longer
embodied) felt love for those who remained embodied. And more so, those
departed from the physical plane also felt with loving detachment the sense of
loss and grief experienced by those who were alive and embodied.
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This can be a complex situation, yet not unlike the glass half full/half empty
paradigm, both are true. It is a matter of what one most identifies with. It is
possible to identify with both in love and care and detachment and engagement.
-ASK
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Dear everyone,
I am still working on a lengthy overview of things.
So this is a short update :
The various bands of the higher realms vibrationally closest to 3-d existence are
being cleared of the dark ones, closer and closer to the realms of what we know as
3-d existence. But there are those in these higher realms who resist and opt to
descend further, closer to the human 3-d realm. Since these dark entities have
not given up their hopeless agenda, they are anticipating to cause as much
trouble as possible.
This also makes it harder to clear those vibratory bands that right above the 3-d
bands.
The 3-d world will be in great turmoil. What is presenting going on is merely a
start. I look at this as an exercise in contrasts. How much contrast will people
need in their lives before more shake themselves a little bit awake and consider
what is truly important to them as spiritual beings.
The major institutions of control - economy, politics, religion, etc. all are breaking
and all will weaken their hold on people. But this will not be overnight.
If you have local community - either home-based or land-based - that is where to
be - encouraging trust, caring, and service within a larger context of spiritual
awakening. This is a good way to support one another and as situations arise, to
be of service to others.
Bifurcations
There is a general bifurcation in humanity - one path identified with higher
vibratory existence or ascension and those overly identified/enmeshed with the
3-d world. I will not speak to the fraction of the population identified with
ascension in general as it is always changing, always increasing. I will speak to
the second tendency/path that is enmeshed with the 3-d world since this
concerns me greatly.
There are many there who are deluded into thinking that what their limited
awareness knows of is all there is and thus “make the best of it”, there is a small
fraction who have hitched their lives to the powers that be, and a large fraction
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that is in righteous opposition to the control matrix. This latter group exhibits a
natural reaction, totally natural. Of course there is among these groups those who
hope there will be some leader, like a new USA president who will be the lesser of
all evils. But this is a carefully crafted falsehood as well as all those leading
candidates are connected to the same control matrix.
There is nothing to gained by placing oneself in a situation that cannot be won
based on the control matrix’ playing rules and as such there is great danger in
becoming subsumed by this.
I am addressing those most identified with a higher vibratory existence and
ascension: to become enmeshed in this social-economic struggle for ”justice”
does not contribute tp moving toward a higher vibratory existence as
individuated projections of true Source, nor does it aid the overall process.
As more move to a higher vibratory state this will naturally help everyone. We
are at a precious period in which so much can change and change quickly. What
is this period ? It is from now through 2010.
The question of attachment is central - attachment to what is deemed to be truth
and love and joy discovered in this 3-d existence --as well as the attachment to
trauma, fear, and all that is deemed no to be in truth or joy or love in this
existence. These are both attachments to a way of being that cannot be
maintained.
I will be attempting to address these dynamics in the forthcoming articles. For
now, this is something to reflect upon.
More and more people will be considering what is important to them as human
beings as well as spiritual beings and will seek or be forced to seek new ways of
being with one another and Earth.
-ASK
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January 2, 2008
Channelled Material and Sources: A Challenge and A Warning
It is the end of what has been for most a very challenging year and the start of
what is expected to be full of dramatic changes at any and all levels imaginable,
and then some. Naturally, this is a time of retrospective and prospective
discussions by many.
This past week I received a bounty of e-mails forwarded to me supposedly
originating from off-world or otherwise benevolent “higher dimensional” beings,
“ascended masters”, deceased children and other relations, and various historical
figures, etc. All carry an implicit premise that the material was from some entity
of “higher” awareness and therefore to be accepted as an authoritative source.
This is the modality of the global controllers – disempowerment by reliance on
external authorities, the vast majority of whom are either ignorant of their own
subject matter or are spinning disinformation in service of the-powers-that-be.
There is widespread agreement that 2008 and 2009 will be very difficult for very
large numbers of people given the severity of changes forecast for both the
human and natural worlds. There is also widespread agreement that there will be
major shifts in consciousness occurring to an unknowable extent. There is also
widespread agreement that being in a state of love and true joy is both desirable
and essential to people’s ability to weather these changes and evolve in many
surprising ways. So far, so good.
As to the rosy outlook of new life, new society, new everything, these things are
not going to happen in the short time period of one or two or three years. If the
rosy outlook pertains to those headed for Earth-2 in a higher vibrational state,
then be clear. If so, then what of the remainder of the human population on
Earth-1, the one most familiar to humanity?
Now for the “messy” part:
To all channellers and mediums: Please address the problems of the heavy dark
force patterning of thoughts and energy by the dominant control matrix. Address
human social behavior that is heavily conditioned to favor self-centered life,
consumerism, wealth-based privilege, and of course economic exploitation. Do
not just gloss over this with a magic wand. These effects are comparable to the
chemical, biological, and electro-magnetic poisoning of every niche of our
planetary environment. Please address the problems attendant of a toxic physical
environment; address the inability of people to think clearly and critically for
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themselves; address the effects of a lack of clear connection to higher
consciousness that is prevalent among the vast majority of humanity; address the
problems of the influence and interference upon countless generations of
humanity from varied agendas; and address the nature of the evolutionary shift
to the new human species that will inherit this earth.
If you fail to do this, your “high level” sources and optimistic prognostications are
trivial platitudes that are as much an opiate on human consciousness as are the
dominant religions and mainstream media. Furthermore, state specifically the
primary and fundamental agenda of your sources.
Lastly, learn to think and speak for yourself! Why must you always refer to some
external authority that no one can verify?
While I am roughly in agreement with many of the projected changes described
in many of these channeled speculations and forecasts, I cannot accept that these
reports are the result of clean and clear communion with purportedly high levels
of consciousness.
These reports are always influenced by the knowledge and language base of the
medium, and of course by their own state of mind and fears and beliefs. For
example, there is a large body of channelled material following the September 11
events of 2001, rarely, if ever, did the utterances of many well-known channellers
expose or point to the terrible truth of the nefarious agendas behind this, rather
they reinforced the absurd lies that were being fed to a gullible and shocked
public. It was not until it was common knowledge among a significant minority of
people who could think for themselves that their tune changed somewhat. I will
also add here that such treachery also applies to a good number of well-known,
so-called social-spiritual progressive visionaries, most of whom meekly echoed
the main lies of the powers-that-be.
-ASK in MT
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Dear Bernie,
This whole situation is so unfortunate since it discourages people from
connecting. But that is how the matrix and the dark forces have worked. Like
censoring and editing your letters from home while you are in prison!
I will say that all the same problems exist with them as well. The "leakage" that
occurs as the entity downloads to their physicality allows for lower aspects and
other energies to sneak in -- I have seen this with peope occur directly. Edgar
Cayce and Ken Carey woudl be examples of failrly clean trance channels. But
these are rare. Lazartis woudl be an example of a "messy" trance channel. A huge
money pot for his host, however. Money better spent on a few books and quiet
time alone.
There are those who are good at filtering and processing, but rare. Requires a
very high level uplink to bypass the disinfo at the lower levels. None of those
people "perform" publicly, fo course, and none of them :"advertise" what they are
doing.
-ASK in MT
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It now appears that walls are falling between the dimensions. Over the past few
years the parallel time lines that have existed for many thousand years were
slowly brought into this time line. This was the prime timeline and all the others
were experiments established to help in the growth process of this creation. It
was found that these timelines or parallels were causing more problems than they
were helping so it was decided that this experiment would end. We are now at a
place where there are no parallels but there are many dimensions.
I do not know if the dimensional structure was an experiment or not. I do know
that there appears to be a condition similar to the one I saw when the parallels
were dismembering and being absorbed into this prime timeline. What I am
seeing is the walls between dimensions are beginning to weaken and to disappear
so that the beings that exist on these can again interact with the beings in this
structure. It does not appear that the dimensions are disappearing at this time
but that there is no longer the separation or soon will no longer be the separation
that had existed for the last few hundred years. It may be that everyone on the
Earth and beyond will again be able to talk with the Fey Fold, the fairy lands and
other dimensional beings.
If anyone has any information about the dissolving of the walls between
dimensions please let me know.
Thanks
JC – John Crawford
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A Crisis of Human Self & Higher Self From recent correspondence
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January 15, 2011
Questions Concerning Human Self & Higher Self
A Crisis of Human Self & Higher Self - From recent correspondence
The following is excerpted and edited from recent e-mail correspondence. ASK
(italics) indicates my comments.
Correspondent/Q writes:
I very much wanted to reply, offering feedback ...because I feel like there must be
many like me who just keep feeling like there's some missing pieces...
…I still didn't feel I had enough for a solid, or complete base of understanding
your whole presentation. I would think it were my being overwhelmed and/or
shocked with such facts and just was not able to process it adequately, but as I've
explained...I've been seeking, searching and processing such (to the main-stream
mind) far-fetched stories for 40 years. …Maybe I'm just losing my ability to
process anything more that seems to underscore the unexpected and incongruent
hopelessness that's developed the last three years.
Q: …Does an individual---you, me---have sovereign "power" (in the recognition of
and calling on our original Source of Light and Love) to hold at bay, protect our
self from the influences of the dark and "be" only in the Light? ...from the few
moments of "prayer"/ communication to Beings sourced in Light and Love, to
overall in our continuing lives?
ASK: Given the history and practice we have all had here –now or in earlier
times – I do not know of any human, spiritually awakened or otherwise – who
has not had to contend with dark force interferences and attacks. Sometimes
life-threatening. So clearly it is a risk in being here. So the short answer is that
once a certain level of "light consciousness" is reached, there is less the dark can
do to interfere, but as long as one is present in this realm you can get "mugged".
Yet more reason not to engage with others except upon terms that are suitable
to your own development and not to go exploring dark alleys.
First of all I would like to draw a distinction with our lexicon: When referring to
Soul Beings/Higher Self, these are created with the true light of Creator of All.
The Dark Forces have attempted to fashion their own version of a soul, so one
may argue there is a dark counterpart. The main distinction is that the dark and
all that it has created lacks the original light of true creation and it lacks the
original thought, the original intention of true creation. And so it has mimicked
the creation process as best as it could.
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Soul beings, like human beings, atoms, and more, etc. have been infected,
contaminated, and parasitized by various elements of the dark. This does not
mean they are totally of the dark. Just because a coal miner comes out of the
mine each day all dirty and sooty does not mean that they are made of coal. But if
they continue with that life, internally their lungs and other organs will become
compromised and they will likely die from these effects. But even if they die from
black lung disease they are still a by-product with their soul being and by
extension of true Creator. In their physical decrepitude, there is still that spark of
light from true creation. That cannot be destroyed. In essence we are eternal
beings. It is now time to graduate ourselves and to use the help that is available.
Until recently, the soul being may not have been properly aware of the true
nature of these difficulties and may have been trying to probe various portions of
the density realm as parts of its learning experience –perhaps spanning many
millennia or much more.
Fortunately today, more and more of the soul beings are more and more
connected in “real time” with their human aspects and are more and more
obliged to be engaged more than ever in the recovery and extrication of those
portions of themselves from this realm. (This does not mean the soul being can
snap its metaphorical fingers and change everything in the 3-d realm for its
aspects presence here.) It is done from the higher love and when there is mutual
love attraction between human and higher levels, the process moves along more
quickly.
For some this process will result in awakened humans with a partially ascended
state of being –perhaps as “earth angels” if you will For some they will withdraw
their energy and their human expression from this realm as they focus on other
priorities at other levels. In some cases beyond the human 3-d realm.
The dark forces have been like leeches at the micro and macro levels of existence.
Seeking to feed off of and to analyze the nature of the light and that of the light so
as to eventually control it for themselves. It is their nature. They have endeavored
every way to bind themselves to anything of the true light. So much so, that even
aspects of the larger soul beings have been infected this way.
By way of simplistic example, suppose that 1 out of 100 fragments that were
extended or descended into density by the soul beings may return to the soul in a
“compromised” state. In some cases this has led to severely compromised greater
beings. But even if there is only 1% of the true light unaffected, it is of greater
durability and significance. And it is this fraction –large or small –that is of the
true light that contains the true creation codes. It is from a tiny “speck” that a
vast creation can potentially emerge. Yes.
Another example that is common amongst persons of influence or among those
aspiring power. They (their human self) makes the “Faustian deal”. They switch
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from a tenuous soul level connection (perhaps one weakened to begin with,
perhaps one that had been compromised from prior exposure to the dark) to one
with a dark being –an ET-alien type or an higher level dark force entity. I have
seen this. So does this mean that the human self had sufficient
integrity/sovereignty to actually give up its higher level connection?
I would argue that it did not, given that it had already been compromised to begin
with and therefore not in possession of true free will and power. In one instance
that I am aware of, a portion of the higher self/soul being was held captive by the
dark. To this day the high level personage is “damaged goods” publicly, having
served their purpose to various dark interests. In the human sphere of their
existence they are very wealthy but a despicable and largely discredited person.
Q: …Even our Higher Selves (and guides?) can be of the dark, having duped us
some time back?
ASK: I have never made a blanket statement that our higher selves or soul beings
are “of the dark”. (See remarks above.)
The dark forces are also very good at mimicry, including posing as religious icons,
angels, and even personal familiars. This is an indication of the extent of
infiltration here. But this does not mean the soul being itself is totally
compromised. Only that there exists serious weaknesses in the 3-d realm in
relation to the higher level selves. This is further indications as to why it is so
important for the awakening human self not to get caught up in all the high
dramas and myths in the human world and certainly not get caught up in the
high dramas of the higher levels.
Q: What happens when we die? I just had a wisp of memory tell me you may've
briefly touched on this ...did you say we are then free of this place? And of the
dark?
ASK: Ones human belief systems play a large role in the initial stages of when one
passes from the human body. These beliefs are usually not permanent in their
influence (fortunately). This is yet another reason to disconnect from all false or
distorted beliefs in this realm –especially for those humans selfs who are now
awakening.
There are staging or transition zones established in the next level up. These are
protected spaces for masses of departing humans to collect themselves, take some
deep breaths and assess the whole situation. Some will recover quickly, some will
need more help. Some will choose to be of aid and help to others who are
arriving. Some will be attending “classes” that are part of a more advanced
spiritual curriculum. (In other words a way to “grok” what it is they did not
“grok” while human.) The material in Global Awakening News represents one
source of some of the most important elements to this to help those awakening
humans accelerate their own process.)
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As to whether you are 100% free of the dark upon death, I cannot answer that or
provide 100% assurances. It is a unique situation for each. But from what I am
aware of this should not become cause for worry and fear. Watch those implanted
belief systems.
Q: … whom to ask for help ...guidance? I got from you that the "corrective
energies" are working to help us in general...but I would conclude then that no
individual "prayer" would be heard, let alone receive a response.
ASK: I have written of this in various forms. One simple and direct way is to ask
daily for your lower, middle, and higher self to be connected by the highest of the
“correction energies” and to be reconnected as a whole to the light of true
creation, Creator of All, The All, etc. Pay attention and invite the correction
energies to the space between your atoms –and ask for it to descend directly
clearing your higher self, middle (human) self, and lower self. Call to your
awakening human self all the particles of true light that constitute your being.
Your intention can be 100% clear not to engage with any elements of the dark, or
any subjective or objective agents thereof. And request that this be reinforces by
your highest of highest self and further reinforced by the “correction energies”.
Another way of expressing this, it is as if you are holding out for the “real deal”
and will accept nothing less. Require that all must go through the filtering
process of these high ”correction energies’.
But this is difficult for most humans who have been socialized/programmed to
crave social contact with others and seek outside themselves to the practical
exclusion of their true inner/higher being. It is a natural “as below” by product of
the fallen realm of duality and separation from true Source. And of course today
there is the saturation of rubbish information thanks to the Internet and other
mass media. This serves to distract the vast majority and continually pull them
off-balance just as they begin to find their own inner navigation.
Potentially each awakening human, in league with their higher self/soul self can
become self-guiding –and thus there is no “outside guide” –not some totem, not
some angel, etc. Most of the loyal and true guides/angels are usually aspects of
your greater self/soul being/higher self. Typically they have some previous earth
experience. But as I have said before, these numerous aspects that may appear as
a theater sized room full at times and may be wondering if you, the awakening
human self, is “the one”, meaning “the one” to contribute a missing element to
the greater whole. A missing piece of their own greater being. So, are you “the
one”? Often these aspects are often at a loss of how to help and sustain since they
rarely can act materially in the physical.
Q: …From what I've heard...there is no way free from the dark and no individual
help, especially since my Higher Self is likely working against me!
ASK: Most people at one point or another have encountered some form of
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antagonist-nemesis in their human life. In some cases this has simply been like
opposites sparring for a moment and then passing, for others it has seemed that
they somehow became attached with some nemesis from hell and their human
life has been marked by excessive ruination. For some these have been other
aspects of their greater self testing, exploring, wondering about ways of resolving
the dark-light paradigm.
Which one will “stop the music”. Eventually it is essential to “get the picture” and
move on having learned something of immeasurable importance. Even if this
learning takes place some time later.
For some, the “nemesis” have been external agents of the dark or perhaps simply
other lifetime experiences getting revisited for any one of myriad reasons. For
some the antagonist is not an externalized person but rather the general
falsehoods and illusions of this realm. “Making it” to be “successful” –as
programmed into this system. Fame, beauty, money, influence, etc., etc.
Whatever the case. All the same, nevertheless. Not something to become too
attached to.
Even the notion of “healing the dark” (or fighting the dark) can be folly and
falsehood –noble as it might sound –since you would most likely to be illequipped and may wind up inadvertently feeding the dark.
As to healing ones own physical disease through applied spiritual consciousness,
this can be very transformational, even if the body eventually succumbs.
Some people deal with these matters efficiently –and resolve them satisfactorily –
for some these things can go on for years and to the peril of their human self
or/and human life.
Whatever the situation and circumstance, once the “true you” recognizes what is
going on, then the “true you” can deal with it. And you will often find a gain in net
spiritual energy.
It is learning what is Real, learning the nature of duality, the dark, the challenges
of individuations of self at the lower levels, etc. All very important cosmic
concerns. Not at all trivial. In each microcosm of solving these things, there can
be vastness in the learning. There is also the enormity of the energy of the “high
absolution” that I have written about. This is not forgiveness, it is something far
beyond any ordinary human notion.
More on these matters will be addressed in part two of the January "Update".
-Alex
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